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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930-2276
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We are requesting that the |trew England Fishery Managernent Council (Council) clanfy the

applicability of the rockhopper and ro11er gear restrictions first established by the Council in
i999 under Framework Adjustment 27 to theNortheast Multispecies Fishery Management Plan.

Did the Council intend to apply this restriction to all trawl vessels operating in the nearshore

Gulf of Maine (GOM), or just vessels issued a limited access Northeast multispecies permit?

According to Framework Adjustment}T, these restrictions rilere meant to reduce fishing

mortality on GOM cod by reducing the potential for larger vessels to fish inshore. They may

also be protective of fish habitat within the nearshore GOM. Although the framework document

does not specifically identify vessels that would be subject to these restrictions and only
references trawl vessels, the economic impact analysis conducted for this action states that the

gear restrictions apply only to groundfish vessels. In contrast, the regulations codifying the

rockhopper and roller gear restrictions (50 CFR 648.SO(aX3Xvii)) state that arry trawl vessel

operating in the Inshore Restricted Roller Gear Area may not use any rockhopper or roller gear

in excess of 12 inches in diameter.

Thank you for your help clarifyng this provision. If you have any questions regarding this letter,

please contact the Sustainable Fisheries Division aI (978) 281-9315.

Daniel S. Morris
Acting Regional Administrator
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Rip Cunningham, Chairman
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street
Newburyport, Massachusetts 0 1 950

Dear Rip:

Sincerely,
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New England Fishery Management Council
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C. M. "Rip" Cunningiram, h., Chairman I faul J. Howard, Executive Director

February 7,2072

Mr. Dan Morris
Northeast Re gional Administrator
NMFSATOAA
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01 93 0-2298

Dear Dan:

On January 26,2012, the Council was advised by your agency that Gulf of Maine (GOM) cod is

overfished and overflshing is occurring. Since the stock cannot be rebuilt by 2014, the Council was

notified that it must prepare and submit an action that will end overfishing and revise the rebuilding
program for this stock. On February 1,2012, the Council received the report of the GOM cod

assessment and discussed next steps. This letter forwards the recommendations of the Council on this

issue.

The Council passed the following motion requesting interim action by a vote of 16 in favor, 1

opposed, with no abstentions (161110):

"the Council asks that the NMFS take interim actionfor FY 2012 to reduce overfishing on GOM
(Gulf of Maine) codwhile the Council responds to the GOM cod ossessment."

Three motions were passed suggesting components of the interim action. Each motion is followed by

the Council vote in parentheses.

"As part of the Interim Action, the Council recommends NMFS set an FY 2012 interim catch level

for GOM cod at between 6,700 and 7,500 mt. This catch should be considered the annual catch

limit." (14/3/0)

"As part of the Emergency Action requested to address GOM cod, the Council recommends

NMFS implement additional recreational measures sfficient to limit recreational catches to the

recreational sub-ACL. These measures should consider reducing the GOM cod minimum size limit
and/or baglimits to reduce recreational discards." (15/1/0)



"That the Council requests thefollowing emergency action of NMFS:
L open the Nantucket Lightship Closed Area yeor round
2. open ClosedArea I May 1-February I5
3. open Closed Area 2 south of 41" 50' from May I through February I 5 for the use of

selective fishing gear
4. open the lï/estern GOM closed area, except for the area within the western GOM closed

area referred to as 'Jeffiey's Ledge' on page 5 of the habitat PDT memo døted 8/15/11
5. open the Cashes Ledge closed area year round, exceptfor the areas around Ammen Roch

consistent with the habitøt PDT recommendation #4 on page 3 of the habitat PDT memo
dated 8/15/11" (8/7/2)

Please note that while the last two motions refer to a request for Emergency Action, it was clear from the
Council discussion that the intent was for these measures to be part of the requested interim for FY 2012.
Please see the enclosure for a justification for the recoÍrmended catch levels. I have also attached a copy
of the August 15,2011 habitat PDT memorandum for your reference.

As always, please call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Ê-/
Paul J. Howard
Executive Director

enclosures



Recommended Catch Levels for FY 2012

In a letter dated January 26,2012, the NMFS advised the Council thatan interim action for FY 2012 must meet
two criteria:

r It must make a substantial reduction in overfishing, and
o It must not further deteriorate the condition of the stock

Without accepting that these two reuqirements are in fact required by the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the Council
offers the following explanation for how the recommneded catch limits for GOM cod meet these two criteria.

1. The proposed catch level must make a substantial reduction in overfishing.

The SARC 53 estimate of fishing mortalþ in 2010 is 1.14 (Fmult). This is the mostrecentestimate of fishing
mortality determined by an analytic asssesment. Projections preapred by the Groundfish Plan Development Team
(PDT) indicate thatata2012 catch of 7,500 mt would result in a median fishing mortality of 1.03, a 9.6 percent
decline from the 2010 fishing mortality. At a catch of 6,700 mtin20l2 the fishing mortality would be 0.88, a22.8
percent decline from the 2010 estimate.

2. The proposed catch level must not deteriorate the condition of the stock.

The SARC 53 estimate of spawning stock biomass in 20 10 is 1 1 ,900 mt. Because of catches in 2011 that have
alteady occurred, the stock is expected to have declined to 8,400 mt of SSB n 2011 . At a catch of 7,500 mt in
2A12, the stock is expected to increase to 9,600 mt by 2013, a 14 percent increase. At a catch of 6.700 mt in 2012,
the stock is expected to increase to 10,200 mt, an increase of 21 percent. In netielu case is the stock likely to
deteriorate.
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New England Fishery Management Council

Habitat Plan Development Team Meeting Summary

August 15,201I
Boston, MA

PDT members: Michelle Bachman (NTEFMC staff, chair), Chad Demarest, Kathryn Ford,
Jon Grabowski, David Stevenson, Tom Hoff, Page Valentine, Peter

Auster, Katie Richardson, Moira Kelly, and MarkLazzai
Committee members: Dave Preble (chair)
Others: Advisors Ben Cowie-Haskell, Maggie Raymond, and Greg Cunningham,

as well as three additional audience members

The PDT met on Monday August 15,2011, to discuss issues related to alternatives development for the
Omnibus EFH Amendment, specifically, new habitat areas and possible measures for those areas.

Pøckaging and analyzing alternatives
The PDT discussed how to package options into altematives and how to analyze alternatives throughout
the day; these discussions are summarized here. Following this section, individual options are presented

on an area-by-area basis.

Consideration for analysis :

o Altematives should be developed to meet some objective, and will require criteria for analysis

and cross-comparison.

o Metrics that can be used to compare between areas are meanZø, area size, andZæ per

unit area.

o Zoo values will be reported as levels/bands rather than as raw numbers, to facilitate

interpretation of the results

o Revenue estimates for current EFH management areas will be estimated based on the

adjacent representative are¿rs scheme developed previously

o The status quo alternative should include the current suite of habitat closures, and the impacts of
any given altemative will be compared to the impacts of the cunent habitat closures.

o The habitat benefits or impacts associated with the mortality closures will be ignored, for

now, until groundfish closure alternatives and habitat alternatives are combined and

cumulative effects are evaluated. This is consistent with the Committee's 7l2l adviceto

assume elimination of the mortality closures when conducting habitat analyses.

o In terms of NEPA document preparation (Affected Environment section in particular),

the baseline status of the environment is the baseline status, regardless of whether habitat

'*"j'"å:,'iff ;i,lllffi '#i.ï:ä::;iff å"l;ïÏ1i:Ë:hi""i"j'¿,iiä:i
areas in terms of any habitat and groundfish mortality benefits
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Habitat Plan Development Team meeting summary - August 15,20ll - FINAL

The PDT noted that across all gear types, area swept and 2,""¡""4 estimates

decreased in 2010 as compared to previous years.

o The PDT also discussed that it will be important to understand the limitations of the SASI model
when presenting results and using those results to evaluate specific options, for example:

o Since energy/depth are used as a proxy for feature/epifaunal differences between, the

model outputs may be underestimating impacts in the low energy GOM, and

overestimating impacts on high energy Georges Bank if the seabed features found in low
energy areas have longer/slower recoveries than estimated and those found in high energy

areas are better adapted to natural disturbance and have faster recovery than estimated.

Broad goals for packaging alternatives are:
o To allow f,rshing to be conducted as efficiently as possible/to increase fishing opportunities

o Related to this, to minimize effort redistribution - assuming that areas where the density

of fishing effort is high are this way because they are preferred fishing locations where

catch can be harvested efficiently
o To protect most vulnerable (most important?) habitat areas

o The PDT discussed how to prioritize protection of one area relative to another. It was

noted that, all else being equal (or at least very similar), if one new and one modified

habitat area were proposed, it might be better to recommend maintaining a current area as

opposed to creating a new area. (Of course, the situation of 'all else being equal' may or

may not apply to any particular pair of proposed areas.)

Jelfreys Bank
Recommendatiou The PDT recommends that the Committee consider the new area on Jeffreys Bank
defined by the 100 m contour, as this area better covers the hard bottom, more vulnerable bank features.

It was noted that although substrate data for Jeffreys Bank, and other GOM features, is somewhat
incomplete, the sampling we do have of the top of the banks validates what we would expect to see on the
banks and ledges in terms of vulnerable substrate.

Specifically, three options would be considered:
l. Status quo - current are4 closed to mobile bottom tending gear, open to all other gears

2. New a¡ea- closed to mobile bottom tending gear, but open to fixed gear

3. New area - closed to mobile bottom tending gear and closed to fixed gear

Note that use of lobster fishing gear cannot be managed by the Council, so here fixed gear refers to
demersal longlines and sink gillnets. The objective is to minimize to the extent practicable the adverse
effects of fishing on habitat, adverse effects being those thalare more than minimal and not temporary.
The PDT wondered whether some level of fixed gear adverse effect in ahabitat area is tolerable from an
adverse effects standpoint, and, if so, what is the tbreshold of fixed gear use that becomes problematic?
The PDT discussed that a higher threshold of information would be required to adequately defend the
exclusion of fixed gear, and that it is likely that we have not reached that threshold.

To_.de: (1) Related to new vs. current area: Chad will calculate Z values for both arcas. (2) Related to
fixed gear use/exclusion: Chad will provide SASI outputs for fixed gears, Peter will provide discussion of
any literature related to the specific likely impacts offixed gears on the seabed structures found on
Jeffreys Bank. Questions to address:

o What are attributes of closure that indicate whether or not fixed gears should be allowed?
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Habitat Plan Development Team meeting summary - August 15, 201 I - FINAL

o What is now on Jeffreys Bank in terms of seabed features? What used to be on Jeffreys Baxk?

o What are differences in fixed gear impacts between different seabed types?

Cushes Ledge

Recommendation: Adjust the western boundary to 69 degrees W and the edge of the shallow feature.

puufuæ" u¿justment of the northern and southern boundaries to better encompass feature'

Specifìcally, four options would be considered:
L Status quo - current area, closed to mobile bottom tending gear, open to all other gears (I'lote that

in terms of considering what currently occurs in the CL habitat closure, if the groundfish closure

regulations are layered onto the habitat closure regulations, additional gears capable ofcatching

groundfish are currently excluded from the area, but not on the basis ofhabitat protection.)

2. New area - closed to mobile bottom tending gear, open to fixed gear

3. New area - closed to mobile bottom tending gear, closed to fixed gear (but see fixed gear

discussion above)

4. Recommend a smaller area (see McGonigle et al 2010) as a no-fishing zone in order to protect

rare and vulnerable kelp forest habitat. This would include a recommendation to ASMFC to

exclude lobster gear.

The pDT with audience input discussed the types of fisheries that occur or would be likely to occur on the

margins of the new ut"u. Firhing on the westem boundary would be challenging to estimate as the area

has teen part of a mortality closure for years - but on the western side there would likely be flounders and

monkfish, on the eastern side, cod, and to the north, cod and pollock, as well as redfish. The area is

designated as an FIApC in addition to being a habitat area - the PDT discussed that any revision to the

area-should review the information that was used to justiff the original HAPC designation.

To do: (1) Related to new vs. current area: Chad will calculate Z values for both areas. (2) Related to

¡xed geai use/exclusion: Chad will provide SASI outputs for fixed gears, Peter will provide discussion of

any fitãrature related to the specifi" iit .ty impacts of fixed gears on the seabed structures found on Cashes

fedge. (3) Related to designation as TIAPC - Michelle will evaluate original rationale for both habitat

closed area and HAPC - note unique currents, waves, internal features.

Fippennies Ledge

Recommendation: Single option: Define a gear restricted area based on the 100 m boundary previously

¿**r UV pO1. ttt"t **t¿ ùe closed to mobile bottom tending gear, open to fixed gear. (Note that fixed

gears capable of catching groundfish are currently excluded from this area as it is within the Cashes

Ledge groundfish closure.)

Platts Bank
Recommendation: Single option: Define a gear restricted area based on the 100 m boundary previously

¿*r"r ¡V ppt that would be closed to mobile bottom tending gear, open to fixed gear.

The audience commented that platts Bank in an important area for medium sized vessels that fish closer

to shore. The PDT discussed whether, on this basis, a gear modification area was a better option, but

decided that a better way to proceed was to add the Platts Bank gear restricted area option to one or more

of the packaged altematiu"r, brt not to others. The PDT discussed that in general, gear modification

optioni were more appropriate for larger areas, and that gear restriction options were more appropriate for

smaller areas, including those in the GOM.
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Habitat Plan Development Team meeting summary - August l5,20ll - FINAL

Jeffieys Ledge
Recommendation: Define a gear restricted arcathat would be closed to mobile bottom tending gear, open
to fixed gear.

Specifically, two sub-options would be considered:
1' One smaller, L shaped arearhatlies entirely within the current WGOM habitat closure
2' One larger area that includes the above in addition to additional boulder ridge habitats that occur

to the southwest, towards Cape Ann

The group was reminded of research evaluating whether or not there are differences evident between
habitats inside and outside of the current WGOM closure - evidence suggests that there are differences in
hard-bottom habitats, but not for deep mud habitats, although there were some methodological concems
with the studies available. Further south, studies of deep mud do show a difference betweén mud habitats
inside and outside of current closures. However, sampling in these southern studies occurred at irregular
intervals, such that they may be showing inter-annual variation rather than changes related to status as
closed/open.

Georges Shoal
Recommendation: Define three separate areas on Georges shoal as fo[ows:

1. Small area based on the location of the "pristine aret' that incorporates the northern portion of
the current habitat closure and is closed to all gear types, including a recommendation on lobster
gear.

2. Large area outside the current Closed Area where gear modifications (specifically ground cable
length restrictions) for trawls would be required.

3' Smaller area outside the cunent Closed Areathatwould be closed to mobile bottom tending gear.

The PDT discussed the juvenile cod HAPC in the area, acknowledging that opening some or all of this
area will involve tradeoffs between negative habitat impacts on juvenile cod and other managed species in
the area and positive fishery benefits, specifically for sea scallops, which are highly abundant in tñe
middle and southern portion of the closed area. Apparently there is a unique age distribution of cod in
this area, with close linkages demonstrated for very young (<1 year old) fish and certain habitat types;
this association is more tenuous as the cod age. The PDT discussed that just because the right typå of
habitat is available doesn't mean that the fish will have good recruitment - but that if they do háve good
recruitment, protection oftheir preferred habitats is expected to be beneficial.

There are some unique features in and a¡oundthe "pristine area" -there is over 50Yo coverage (relatively
high compared to other locations) of emergent epifauna, and a unique (?) tidal mixing front. A urry tupid
transition into this area from pebble/gravel pavement to larger substrates (cobble) was noted. Similar tõ
Cashes Ledge, the original rationales for both the HAPC and the habitat closed area designations should
be carefully reviewed.

Great South Channel
Recommendation: Define two separate areas in the Great South Channel/Nantucket Shoals as follows:

1. Large area with two options:

a. Gear modifications (specifically ground cable length restrictions) for trawls
b. Closed to mobile bottom tending gear
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Habitat Plan Development Team meeting summary - August 15,2011- FINAL

2. Retain the portion of the existing NLCA habitat closed areathal is outside of the NLCA morlality
closure (i.e. the porlion on Nantucket Shoals).

Cox Ledge

Recommendation: Single option: Define a gear restricted area based that would be closed to mobile
bottom tending gear, open to fixed gear.

The meeting concluded at approximately 6 p.m.

Habitat management
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---Original Message----
From: Paul Howard
Sent: Tuesday, February 21 ,2012 3:36 PM
To: Council
Subject: FW: Lisa Ann ll

FYI.

---Original Message----
From : captainiim 1 @comcast.net Enailto:captainiim 1 @comcast.netl
Sent: Friday, February 10,2012 2:40 AM
To: p.howard@nefmc.orq; Paul Howard
Subject: Lisa Ann ll

Paul,
Something needs to be done about the so called "randomness" of observer coverage. There are boats like myself that
have a lot higher coverage than some other boats that fish like us. Also boats shouldn't get hammered more than 2 or 3

trips in a row. We just did 7 in a row. Usually the boats that are easy and have nice accommodations seem to get more

coverage then the ones that are in tough shape. The Data collected is not as good by targeting certain boats. The other

issue that needs to be adressed is yellowtail discard, we cannot target yellows because there are so many small yellows

around. When we have observers we have to tow the rockhopper to avoid high flounder discard. lt is very hard to lease
yellows for SOcents and sell them for 1.00 lately and discard 30-40 percent ,its impossible with a observer. I do not believe

the data being collected is true to how it really is. I shouldn't have to change my fishing with observers aboard, I lose

money some of the days because of this. For the smaller boats its even harder since they do not have 2 net reels to

change gear types. Hopefully we can move towards assumed discard so we can accurately get real information. Please
pass this to the rest of the council. Thanks Jim Ford. F/V Lisa Ann ll Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
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C. M. 'Rip- Cunningùam, Jr,, Chairman I Paut J. Howard, Executive Director

February 7,2012

Mr. Dan Morris
Acting Northeast Regional Administrator
NMFSN{OAA
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 0193 0-2298

Dear Dan:

During the groundfish discussion at the NEFMC's meeting on February l't 20l2,the Council
requested two actions that they feel will help mitigate the impacts of low Gulf of Maine (GOM)
cod catch levels that are expected in FY 2012. This letter is intended to serve as a request for the
following items:

1. The Council requests that NMFS consider the recently revised estimates of recreational
GOM catches in FY 2010. The new MRIP data, which has recently been released, shows

that the recreational fishery did not exceed its sub-ACL for this stock, as was previously
believed when the MRFSS data was used. In light of this new information, we would like
to request that recreational accountability measures addressing GOM haddock be

adjusted or removed by the most expedient method.

2. The Council would also like to ask that NMFS expedite approval of a sector exemption
request that would facilitate targeting of redfish in the GOM. The Council received a
presentation on the REDNET project and feels that an increased ability to target the

abundant redfish stock will facilitate some fishery participants to be more profitable in
the face of reductions in GOM cod ACLs.

Thank you for your consideration of these issues and cooperation on our shared commitment to
finding solutions that will sustain our industry through the anticipated reductions in GOM cod

catch. As always, please call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Executive Director
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Conservation Law Foundation Position Paper on lnterim
Fisheries Service: Fishing Years 2012and 2,l03 (Feb. 10,20121(corrected)

The GOM cod spawning stock biomass was estimated to be at 1 1,B6Bmt in 2010.1 The SSC has stated
that if the SSB that falls below 7,300mt, the lowest SSB ever recorded (1999), the situation would
represent "a state never encountered and therefore in the SSC's judgment presents a significant
risk."" The fundamental goal in the near term should be to minimize risk of further SSB or B declines
while mitigating short-term economic/social consequences on the most affected fishermen.

The 6,700mt to 7,500mt ACL range proposed by the NEFMC carries with it an estimated 33% chance
that SSB could go below 7,300mt and therefore place the fishery at significant risk. lt also appears to
guarantee that ACLs would be so low in FY2013 that even by-catch fisheries on GOM cod might have to
close. The Council recommendation of opening additional closed areas without any analysis of GOM cod
(or GB cod) impacts and with complete disregard for the B years of work undertaken by the NEFMC
Habitat Committee is incomprehensible. The recommendation also fails to provide any compensation for
the differential economic and social impacts of managing this emergency through ACLs alone. The net
present value (NPV) analysis available to managers of this and other ACL scenarios does not factor in
any of the known risks of further SSB declines. Those are simply unacceptable management actions
given current information before the agency; they put inshore fish populations, fisheries, and the smaller
fishing communities at significant long{erm and perhaps irreversible risk.

The 2012 & 2013 ACLs, management measures, and emergency relief should be structured with a
goal of minimizing the risk of further SSB declines; protecting the small vessel, inshore fleet from
colfapse; reducing the potential revenue differential between the FY 2012 and FY2013 ACLs; and
providing emergency financial assistance during the bridge period. This could be done with an
tolerable reduction of 5-year NPVs for the fleet and with a distributed economic impact across the
groundfish fleet.

The management strategy should not and does not need to be based on an approach that either
assumes that the near-term assessment science will significantly change the GOM cod biomass
estimates or that there will have to be a full or close to full closure in FY2013. Available GOM cod AGLs
should be targeted toward small inshore boats to reduce the disproportionate impacts of AGL
reductions on this sector of the fleet. See text and Tables 1 and 2 attached below. See also National
Standards4,6&8.

The FY2012 ACL levels proposed below by CLF reduce the estimated risk of SSB declines below
7,300mt to below 10o/o, a marginally tolerable risk but one that would allow further investigation of
assessment issues and development of refined FY2013 and rebuilding period management measures.
We believe that the management measures suggested below would support a responsible FY 2012
ACL with temporary management measures to reduce discard mortality and to direct GOM cod
ACL toward inshore, smallvessels.

. Create a GOM cod zone comprised of all known GOM cod statistical areas (521 north of 42o and
west of 69o; all 511-514: and 515 west of 68o

' SAW 53 (January 2012).
' SSC Report of SSC January 25,2012 Meeting.
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. FY 2012 catch levels for any cod caught in GOM cod zone and corresponding PSCs should be
based on 4,000mt or less (note: actual landings will be higher because of difference between CY
and FY)

o maintain existing closures and institute additional closures for recreational/commercial fishing in
known GOM cod spawning areas

. implement NEFMC's recommended recreational management measures
o have NEFMC RecreationalAdvisory Panel develop management measures for recreation fishing

in FY2012 that, at a minimum, would reduce the actual estimated recreation CY2011 harvest by
the same proportional amount as the commercial fleet ACL reduction

. lengthen times for seasonal closures to start in December to protect aggregating, pre-spawning
cod

o increase probability that commercial GOM cod ACLs are achieved without high discard mortalities
and in ways that balance the potential economic effects between the inshore and the offshore
boats--

o implement incentives for trip boats to work offshore (without further compromising GB
cod or other stocks) and disincentives to fish inshore

o set trip limits on GOM cod with full retention required for any boat fishing in GOM cod
zone. Any overages on trip counted should have a penalty multiplier toward sector GOM
cod ACE (i.e. 1.5 or more) or common pool in-year differential DAS counting or closures

o ban night-time dragging inside 1OO-fathom line
o prohibit boats from making groundfish trips offshore and in GOM cod waters during

interim emergency action period. Require sectors to manage vessel election. Offshore
boats can mitigate potential economic impacts by leasing/trading GOM cod ACE with
inshore boats.

. Commerce should declare emergency economic disaster and Congress/states should create a
disaster fund to compensate commercial fishermen and charter/party operators for
demonstrated lost net revenues in FY2012-13 from a 20A7-2010 base period average and
support additionalfunding to permit banks to access GOM cod quota for smallvessel, inshore
fishermen.
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Attachment to CLF Position Paper on Interim Emergency Action

Assuming the F rate in FY2013 is set at Fmsy (it could be lower), the PDT analysis estimates less than a
2o/o dillerence in net present values (NPV) for alt ACL scenarios for the FY 2012-FY 2016 period.3
The 2-year NPVs presented by Council staff at the Feb. 1,2012 NEFMC meeting indicate more
significant differences in NPVs between scenarios in fleet revenues and in the small vessel category.
None of these NPV analyses take the varying risks of further SSB declines and the AGL
consequences into account. The more significant problem is that in allscenarios with ACL cuts alone
appear to have significantly larger negatlve revenue effects for the small, inshore boats fleet.
Small/day boats in southern Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts are at the highest risk
economically because of their dependence on GOM cod. The higher the FY2012 AGLs are set, the
greater the share of the revenue losses borne by inshore small vessels. This same inshore group
also shoulders the greatest risk if the biomass continues to decline and the fishery and all fisheries with
GOM cod by-catch have to be closed.

Notes: 1. These are @ revenue changes; net revenue changes would be less (reduced variable costs)
2, The inshore small vessel impacts are not equal between Maine, NH, and Mass.
3. Source: Groundfish PDT Report and Errata Sheet for January 30,2012 Memo to Groundfish Committee. lt is
not known whether the revenue numbers are nominal or discounted.

3 lt is not clear to CLF whether the PDT analysis in its January 30,2012 report to the Council used
discounted numbers or nominal numbers in calculating NPV and whether either approach would change
the range of S-year NPVs over the range of scenarios.

Estimated gross revenue effects of various ACLs aqa¡nst a staü¡s ouo ACL Ío¡ FY2012
AUL
(FY)(mt)

R¡sk of
further
b¡omass
decline

L;OmÞrned
Commercial
Gross
Revenues
IOOô'sì

tns0qfe v¡
Gioss
Rêvgnuôs
(000's)

rreet þt0s5
Rev. change
from status quo
ACL

tnsnote vssts
Gross Rev.
change from
status quo
ACL 1000's)

Fercenl ot
revenue ìosses
borno by
¡nshore vssls

rercent
Revsnue
Change from
Status Ouo

Hercenl
Revenue
Change from
Status Quo

FY2012 (status quol 7.782 35% $89,033 $7.657
FY2012 6,000 3',t.4Yo $90,042 $6,303 $1.009 ($1.354) 100% -1 P,0/" +3e/o

FY2012 5,000 18o/o $86,096 $5.424 ($2.937) ($2.233) 760/o -29% 1o/o

FY2012 4,000 8% $84.356 $4.555 4.677\ 3.1 02) 66% -41o/o -2%
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FY12&13 (status quo) 9,543 28%FY2012
50/" FY 2013

$16r,340 $9,971

FY12&13 (6K) 8,082 31,4% FY2012
5% FY2013

$1 64,033 $8.967 $2,698 ($1,o04) 1 00% -1Oo/o 2.4%

FY12&13 (5K) 7,256 18% FY2012
5o/o FY2O13

$160,1 31 $8,411 ($1,20e) ($r,560) 1000/õ -'tõ"h 0.2%

FY12&13 (4K) 6,431 8% FY2012
30/" FY2013

$1 58,850 $7,535 ($2,490) ($2,436) 98% -240/o -0.040/0

FY1 2&1 3 (Fmsy) 4,71 <1% FY 2012
<1o/o FY 2013

$150,485 $5,887 ($1 0,855) ($4,084) 37.60/. -41% -5o/o
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New England Fishery Management Council
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C. M. "Rip" Cunningham, f r., Chaírman I Paul f . Howard, Executive Director

February 16,2012

Mr. Samuel Rauch
Acting Assistant Administrator for Fisheries
NMFS/I{OAA
1315 East West Highway, Room 14636
SSMC3
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear

Enclosed is a letter from the New England Fishery Council's Recreational Advisory panel Chairman,
Barry Gibson, which we are forwarding you forNOAA's consideration inthe interim rule making.

Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

rf,/t2 /-,/(_å4*.2,.tøu*uy

C.M.'Rip' Cunningham, Jr.

Chairman

enclosure

cc: Dan Morris, Acting Regional Administrator, NERO



February 15,2012

Mr. Sam Rauch, Acting Assistant Administrator
National Marine Fisheries Service
1315 East-West Highway
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Sam:

It was good to see you a|the Gulf of Maine Cod'Working Group meeting in Portsmouth,
NH, this past Friday.

As you and Rip requested, I have polled the members of the New England Fishery
Management Council's Recreational Advisory Panel (RAP), which I chair, to determine
the level of support for the proposed recreational nine-cod bag limit and 19-inch
minimum size for the20l2 fishing year in the Gulf of Maine.

All 16 RAP members support the proposal. I have also spoken with a number of.parfy
and charter boat operators, and although they are concerned about losing even one fish in
the bag limit, virtually all stated that they believed they could continue to conduct their
businesses with the proposed reduction.

On behalf of the RAP and the region's party and charter operators, I would urge you to
implement the nine-fish/19'measrues on May ltt.

Thanks very much, Sam, for your consideration on this important issue. Please don't
hesitate to get in touch should you have any questions or require additional information.

Sincerely,

ß^T 4J,,,--
Barry Gibson, Chairman
NEFMC Recreational Advisory Panel
19 Royall Rd.
East Boothbay, ME 04544
(207) 633-s929
(207) 6323-3416 fax
Barrygibson6@aol.com

cc: Mr. Rip Cunningham, Chairman, NEFMC
Mr. Dan Morris, Acting Regional Administrator, NERO



Rip Cunningham, Charrman
New Engiand Fisheries Management Council
50 Water Street
Newburyport, MA 01950

February 27,2012

Re: Request for Electronic Monitoring Pilot Study to evaluate fu

Dear Mr. Cunningham,

The Gulf of Maine Research Institute has been convening a monitoring working $oup
(MWG) on and off since summer 201I. The MVIG most recentiy met on February 8 in
Peabody, MA. Members of the MWG include fishermen, industry association leaders,
sector managers, researchers, and replesentatives from shoreside support services and an

NGO. Representatives from NERO, NEFSC, and the Council (stafÐ were also in
attendanee. This letter communicates one of the outcomes from this meeting to the

Council in iight the Council's deveiopment of the sector framework, and recent motions
from the Groundfish Committee "Ío direct the PDT to evaluøte the biological impacts
and regulatory barriers to implement a full retention prog'amfor all allocated GF stocks

.for sector vessels" and"that the Council request NMFS consider approval of tested

electronic monitoring systems as a component of ø comprehensive progrøm to address

catch monitoring objectives and augment NEFOP" (January 18,2AI2).

During the meeting Amy Van Atten gave apresentation on EM studies and examples in
the U.S. and abroad, including the pilot study in New Engiand for groundfish sectors.

There was a discussion following her presentation, and the MV/G ultimately
recommended that the pilot study include an evaluation of the applicability of full
retention of all allocated groundfish stocks.l for all gear types. and for vessels fishing on

multiple-day trips (both one and multipie stock areas per trip). starting in20l2. There

was also a recommendation to inciude a component that demonstrates the feasibility and

cost of utilizing EM for monitoring discards only (while allowing other mechanisms for
reporting catch kept, e.g., dealer reports and/or dockside monitoring). Other members

wanted to explore the use of focusing EM on accounting for discards only without a full
retention poiicy. Details for these recommendations are explained in options 2,3, atd 4
in the attached document.

Currently, the pilot program is researching the feasibiiity of EM to meet the monitoring
goals of Amendment l6,"Ta verifit areafished and catch (andings and discørds), by
species and gear type, for the purposes of monitoring sector ACE utilization. " However,
several industry members expressed that using EM to monitor discards only, either
combined with or without fuIl retention of aliocated species, would be a more efficient
and cost-effective means of monitoring sectors in 2013 when the industry will be

responsibie for funding monitoring. As needed, the MWG will be working with staff at

both NERO and NEFSC to develop the best approach to integrating these components

' Not including zero retention species, or halibut, which has a one fish per trip limit.

m**ïm
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into the pilot study, and will fulfill any requisite perrnitting and/or reguiatory
requirements. Members of the MWG associated with sectors also plan to heip identifi'
three additional vessels to participate in the pilot study, with at least one trawl vessel that
fishes in more than one broad stock area since the study þ¿s the least amount of data on
these vessels.

The MWG and others will communicate with the PDT on any progress and results from
this work, and respectfuliy requests that the PDT communicates with the MWG on any
progress on their analysis. If there is anything else the MWG can do to support the PDT's
evaluation of biological impacts and regulatory barriers to implementing a full retention
program, please do not hesitate to contact me.

MV/G member attendees at the 02108112 meeting:

Eric Brazer, Sector Manager - Fixed Gear Sector
John Our - member of Fixed Gear Sector and participant in EM piiot study
Nina Jarvis - Cape Ann Seafood Exchange
Aaron Dority, Sector Manager - New Engiand Coastal Communities Sector
Libby Etrie, Northeast Sector Sen'ices Network
John Haran, Sector Manager -NEFS 13. New Bedford
Cate O'Keefe - UMASS School for Marine Science and Technology (SMAST)
Emilie Litsinger - Environmental Defense Fund
Ben Martens - Maine Coast Fishermen's Association & Port Clyde Sector Manager
Frank Mirarchi - member of NEFS 10, South Shore, and participant in EM pilot study
Mark Phillips - member of NEFS 13, New Bedford
Maggie Ra)'mond - Associated Fisheries of Maine
Hank Soule - Sector Manager, Sustainable Harvest Sector

CC:
Amy Van Atten, Branch Chiet Fisheries Sampling Branch
Bill Karp, Acting Director, Northeast Fisheries Science Center
Dan Morris, Acting Director, Northeast Regional Offrce
Annie Hawkins, Fishery Analyst, Neu'England Fisheries Management Councii
Tom Nies, Fishery Analyst, Nern' England Fisheries Management Council
Paul Howard, Executive Director, Neu'England Fisheries Management Council

SincerelÉ'.

(Ia/nWI
Je¡sica pribbon Joyce
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TNCTTNOLOGY-BASED MONTTORING OPTTONS FOR

CovtunRCIAL Frsnnnrns

DRAFT ron DTscUssIoN
Please direct any comments or questions to Howard McElderry at

[howardm @archipelago.ca)

INrnooucrroN

Many jurisdictions are considering the use of technology to improve at-sea monitoring in

commercial fisheries, The approach into this question has often been b5r trying to

determine if the technology can replicate the functions of a human observer. We believe it
a more useful approach is to consider the monitoring needs of a fishery, given varying

levels of operational complexity. To help seed discussion on this approach, this document

provides four conceptual technology-based monitoring options, scaled to this complexity.

The approaches outlined are directed at ensuring that verified catch accounting occurs for

all fishing trips monitored. We recognize that observer programs provide other

information in addition to catch accounting (e.g., scientific sampling) and they are needed

to continue fulfilling this purpose. The logic though is that coverage levels for catch

accounting are generally much higher than what is required for scientific catch sampling

and cost efficiencies may be achieved with a combined monitoring approach.

The four options utilize the following information sources for all monitored fishing trips:
o Electronìc Monitoring: lnvolving sensors (GPS, winch, hydraulic) and closed circuit

television cameras installed on the fishing vessel. Configuration varies according to
monitoring option.

o Dockside Monitoring: Weights, speciation and enumeration will occur at the dock

by a certified dockside monitor.
o Fishing Lagbaoks; The vessel master wiìl be required to keep an accurate record of

the fishing trip. The level of detail required varies by monitoring option.

The three pillared data collection approach provides synergy in the information system

with more power than each part alone. The EM data set could be analyzed fully (census)

with little use of the vessel fishing logbook but there is greater strength with using both. As

well, there are significant cost efficiencies with vessel crews maintaining accurate fishing

logs, thereby using EM data to audit fishing log accuracy. An audit model adds more

analytical complexity but builds more engagement and program ownership with industry.

Ancntpnt¿eo M¿ruNn Rnsø.¿ncn Lro. P.¿eø I or 6
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Catch data for allocated species is usually required on a stock specific basis and some

species have multiple area-based stocks within the fishery boundaries. If a fishing trip
stays within the same stock area for all species, catch accounting may only need to be

resolved on the trip level. If a fishing trip spans multiple areas, catch accounting will be

needed at the fishing event level. If the fishing vessel is permitted to discard at sea catch

accounting is needed at the fishing event level for the purposes of verification. Monitoring
options 1-3 are designed for single area fishing while option 4 is for multiple areas.

OprroN 1: Fur.r, C¿.rcn RntnNrroN

. Overview; Vessels fishing under this option would fish single management area and

keep all fish catch aboard until the vessel offloads in port. At- sea monitoring is
designed to verify fishing locations and ensure that full retention requirements are

met.
o Fleet elÍgibility: This option is suitable for all gear types and most fisheries as the

primary monitoring objective is to make sure that all catch is retained aboard the
vessel. Catch identification and quantification is not required.

o EM System Configuration: The EM system includes GPS, sensors on the winch (if
present) and hydraulic system, and CCTV cameras covering the entire area where

catch comes aboard and is stowed. CCTV imagery is recorded from the first fishing

event until the vessel comes to port. Sensor data is recorded for 100% of the fishing
trip.

o On-Board Catch Handling Requirements: All fish species must be retained aboard

for quantification upon offload. This includes both allocated species and all other
fish species.

o . Fishing Logbook Requirements: For the purposes of monitoring, a vessel fishing
logbook must contain a record of total catch for the entire trip. Fishing event level

detail is not required.

OprroN 2. Full RnrnNrroN oF Rnçur,¡,rED SpECIES

o Ovet'view.'Vessels fishing under this option would fish a single area and retain all
regulated species until the vessel offloads in port. The discarding of other catch

species is permitted, provided that such events are recorded by CCTV and in the

vessel fishing logbook. At- sea monitoring is designed to verifii fishing locations,

full retention of allocated species, and to estimate the discard of other species.

o Fleet eligibility: This option is suitable for fixed gear fisheries [gillnet and longline).

Suitability for trawl operations is dependent upon catch quantities and onboard

Plcø 2 or 6 Ancntprntco MARTNE Røsn¡ncn Lro.
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catch sorting methods. In both cases, regulated species and other species must be

clearly distinguishable from one another.

EM System Configuration: The EM system includes GPS, sensors on the winch [if
presentJ and hydraulic system, and CCTV cameras covering the entire area where

catch comes aboard and is stowed. An additional CCTV camera will be required to

provide a close up view of the area where catch is sorted and discarded. The

imagery shall be of sufficient quality to clearly distinguish allocated species. CCTV

imagery is recorded from the first fishing event until the vessel comes to port.

Sensor data is recorded for L00% of the fishing trip.

On-Board Catch Handling Requirements: Crew will be required to adhere to

specific catch handling protocols designed for the fishing vessel. The protocol will

specify where and how catch is sorted, stowed and discarded. Adherence to the

protocol is needed to ensure that the activities are properly monitored by the CCTV

cameras.

Fishing Logbook Requirements.' For the purposes of monitoring, a vessel fishing

logbook must contain a record of total catch for the entire trip. Fishing event level

detail is required for fishing effort information and all discarded catch.

OprroN 3. DTScaRDING Ppnurrrrn

Overview: Vessels fishing under this option would fish a single area and are free to

retain or discard any species permitted under their fishing regulations. All

discarding events must be recorded by CCTV and in the vessel fishing logbook. At-

sea monitoring is designed to verify fishing effort and to estimate discarded catch.

Fleet eligibility: This option is suitable for fixed gear fisheries fgillnet and longline).

Suitability for trawl operations is dependent upon catch quantities and methods

aboard to sort catch, Regardless of gear, regulated and other species must be clearly

distinguishable from one another.

EM System Configuration: The EM system includes GPS, sensors on the winch [if
present) and hydraulic system, and CCTV cameras covering the entire area where

catch comes aboard and is stowed. The CCTV camera layout is the same as with

Option 2 with complete fishing deck coverage combined with close up imagery of

catch sorting, stowage and discarding locations. The imagery shall be of sufficient

quality to clearly distinguish allocated species. CCTV imagery is recorded from the

first fishing event until the vessel comes to port. Sensor data is recorded lor t00o/o

of the fishing trip.
On-Board Catch Handling Requírements: Crew will be required to adhere to

specific catch handling protocols designed for the fishing vessel. The protocol wiìl

Ancøtpøt¿Go MARINE Rnsøencu Lro. P¿en 3 or 6
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specify where and how catch is sorted, stowed and discarded. Adherence to the
protocol is needed to ensure that the activities are properly monitored by the CCTV

cameras.

o Fishing Logbook Requirements: For the purposes of monitoring, a vessel fishing
logbook must contain a record of total catch for the entire trip. Fishing event level
detail is required for fishing effort information and all discarded catch.

OprroN 4. Mur,u-AREA FrsnrNc OprroN

o Overvieu'Vessels fishing under this option are free to fish multiple areas and retain
or discard any species permitted under their fishing regulations. All retained and
discarded catch must be recorded by CCTV and in the vessel fishing logbook [by
fishing event). At-sea monitoring is designed to verify fishing effort and to estimate
retained and discarded catch.

o Fleet eligibility: This option is suitable for fixed gear fisheries fgillnet and longline).
Suitability for trawl operations is dependent upon catch quantities and methods
aboard to sort catch. Regardless of gear, regulated and other species must be clearly
distinguishable according to the management units.

o EM System Configuration: The EM system includes GPS, sensors on the winch (if
presentJ and hydraulic system, and CCTV cameras covering the entire area where
catch comes aboard and is stowed. The CCTV camera layout is the same as with
0ption 2 with complete fishing deck coverage combined with close up imagery of
catch sorting, stowage and discarding locations. The imagery shall be of sufficient
quality to clearly distinguish allocated species. CCTV imagery is recorded from the
first fishing event until the vessel comes to port. Sensor data is recorded for L00o/o

of the fishing trip.
. On-Board Catclt Handling Requirements: Crew will be required to adhere to

specific catch handling protocols designed for the fishing vessel. The protocol will
specify where and how catch is sorted, stowed and discarded. Adherence to the
protocol is needed to ensure that the activities are properly monitored by the CCTV

cameras.

o Fishing Logbook Requirements.' For the purposes of monitoring, a vessel fishing
logbook must contain a record of total catch for the entire trip. Fishing event level
detail is required for fishing effort information and all catch [both retained and

discarded),

P¿eø 4 or 6 Ancøtpnt¿Go MARTNE Rnsn¿ncn Lrn.
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GnNnn¡,r- CovrvrnNTs ABour rHE OPTToNS

Minimum Data Collection Requiremenús.' The minimum data collection

requirements for the four options are summarized in Table 1, defining what would

theoretically be required to address catch accounting needs, In reality, some

additional information would be included since it would exist as part of the analysis

[determining discards of regulated will also produce estimates of other species), or

to satisfy other management needs in a fishery'

Species ldentification: The importance of species recognition in EM imagery varies

by option, with no importance (Option 1) and the most importance at (Option 4).

Providing higher quality imagery for species identification places greater emphasis

on system set up and on board catch handling practices. Some species may not be

clearly resolvable and special measures such as full retention may be needed to

ensure their being accounted.

Weight Estimation: Estimating catch weight on fishing vessels is often an indirect

method, measuring volume and applying a density, or counting and measuring to

scale pieces to weights. Where direct weights are taken, it is often a subsample that

is applied to the whole. The inability for EM to directly weigh catch is no different

than methods generally used by observers, however extracting this information

from imagery is more difficult and places greater requirement for standardized

handling practices. The most promising options include volume based weight

estimates using graduated checkers and fish baskets, and graduated boards or

chutes for species that have proven length-weight conversions. These methods will

have to be verified for the fisheries and species of interest.

Variability in Vessel Layout: The applicability of a vessel for the options presented

relate mostly to the type of fishing gear, catch quantities and species caught. While

the vessel layout is generally consistant between vessels of the same gear,

variability between vessels requires a specific monitoring plan be developed for

each vessel, This plan would specify the layout of the EM equiprnent and the specific

onboard catch handling practices needed'

Ancntpøntco MARTNE Rnsø.tncru Lro. Pteø 5 or 6
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Table 1. Minimum Data Collection Requirements for the Four Technology-Based Monitoring Options.

Available Data Sources Option 1- Full Retention Option 2 - Full Retention of
Regulated Species

Option 3 -Discarding
Permitted

Option4-MultiArea
Fishing Option

â0

ãâ

Fishing Effort Information
(gear location, time of
fishing, etc.)

Trip Level Detail All Fishing Events Recorded AII Fishing Events Recorded All Fishing Events Recorded

:iolt^a
-h¡gs Retained Catch Information Total.for Trip by Species Total for Trip by Species

Total Weight by Species by
Fishing Trip

Total Weight by Species by
Fishing Event

Information Discarding Not Permitted
Total by Fishing Event (no

regulated species permitted)
Total Weight by Species by
Fisliing Event (any species)

Total Weight by Species by
Fishing Event (any species)

Þ¡()E

utô
Regulated Species Total Weight by Species Total Weight by Species Total Weight by Species Total Weight by Species

9=

¡-¡ > Other Species Total Weight by Species Total Weight by Species Total Weight by Species Total Weight by Species

go Fishing Effort Information

i (gear location, time of
È fishing, etc.)

Verify Complete Data Set Verifo Complete Data Set Verifu Complete Data Set Verify Complete Data Set

t3¿
I Retained Catch lnformation Not Required Not Required Not Required

Total Weight by Species by
Fishing Event (for each event

monitored)
L
e,
q,)

Discarded Catch
Information Verifu Full Retention Verify Full Retention of

Regulated Species

Total Weight by Species by
Fishing Event (for each event

monitored)

Total Weight by Species by
Fishing Event (for each event

monitored)

Ancnnønqco MARTNE Røsøtncs Lro. Pteø 6 or 6



Groundfish Plan Development Team
c/o Annie Hawkins, Fishery Analyst
New England Fisheries Management Council
50'Water Street
Newburyport, MA 01950

February 21,2012

Re: Sector framework monitoring goals

mu,,ï :,m
NËWENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Dear Ms. Hawkins and PDT members,

The Gulf of Maine Research Institute has been convening a monitoring working group
(MWG) on and off since summer 2011. The MWG most recently met on February 8 in
Peabody, MA. Members of the MV/G include fishermen, industry association leaders,
sector managers, researchers, and representatives from shoreside support services and an
NGo. Representatives from NERO, NEFSC, and the Council (stafÐ were also in
attendance. This letter communicates one of the outcomes from this meeting to the PDT
in light the Council's development of the sector framework, and recent motions from the
Groundfish Committee, where úte "Committee recommends that the council adopt the
following goals for sector monitoring:

o Improve documentation of catch
o Reduce cost of monitoring
o Enhance safety of the monitoring program
o Incentivize reducing discards
o Provide additional data streams þr stock assessments " (January 18,

2012)

Given that the full Council's discussion of the Crroundfish Committee's motions
concerning the sector framework have been postponed until the April2012 Council
meeting, the MWG had a brief discussion on monitoring goals and objectives for
consideration at the PDT and Committee meetings leading up to the next Council
meeting. The agenda for the day did not permit a lengtþ discussion that encompassed all
goals, and rather focuses on a few overarching goals and items for consideration. These
goals are:

Goal 1: For the monitoring program to collect the most robust data possible.
Outcomes:

1. To allow for the best data to be integrated into stock assessments.
2. To decrease the gap between the ABC/ACL (managemenlscience uncertainty).
3. To allow for the greatest allowable amount of fish to be allocated to fishery.
4. To develop a monitoring program where confidentiaiity of data is paramount,

regardless of how data is collected (i.e.,human observer or video camera).

r-e: frUtfu, C(JWr;J) (4ty



Goal2: Create a monitoring program to account for groundfish catch (by area fished/gear
type) for the purpose of ACE monitoring at optimized levels of accuracy and precision,
and in the most cost effective approach.
Actions:

o Demonstrate that Electronic Monitoring can meet monitoring goals and be
implemented as an option for the 2013 fishingyear.

o Allow for full retention (of allocoted stocl<s only) as an option to meeting
these goals for the 2013 frshingyear.

o Demonstrate the feasibility of applying a fixed discard rate, and allow this
approach as an option to meeting monitoring goals for the 2013 fishing year.

. Recognizing the diverse nature of sectors, allowing the flexibility' within each
sector to meet the optimized levels of accuracy and precision in the most
efficient and cost effective method(s). For example, one approach to
minimize costs could be to have the ASM program account for discards only,
while the DSM program or dealer reports would account for catch kept.

The MV/G will closely follow the work of the PDT, Groundfish Committee, and Council
with respect to the development of monitoring goals and objectives for the sector
framework. If there is any way the MV/G can support any analyses to this end, please do
not hesitate to let the group know.

Sincerely,

Monitoring Working Group member attendees at02l08ll2 meeting:
Eric Brazer, Sector Manager - Fixed Gear Sector
John Our - member of Fixed Gear Sector and participant in EM pilot study
Nina Jarvis - Cape Ann Seafood Exchange
Aaron Dority, Sector Manager - New England Coastal Communities Sector
Libby Etrie, Northeast Sector Services Network
John Haran, Sector Manager -NEFS 13, New Bedford
Cate O'Keefe - UMASS School for Marine Science and Technology (SMAST)
Emilie Litsinger - Environmental Defense Fund
Ben Martens - Maine Coast Fishermen's Association & Port Clyde Sector Manager
Frank Mirarchi - member of NEFS 10, South Shore, and participant in EM pilot study
Mark Phillips - member of NEFS 13, New Bedford
Maggie Raymond - Associated Fisheries of Maine
Hank Soule - Sector Manager, Sustainable Hawest Sector

CC: Amy Van Atten, Branch Chiet Fisheries Sampling Branch
Bill Karp, Acting Director, Northeast Fisheries Science Center
Dan Morris, Acting Director, Northeast Regional Office
Tom Nies, Fishery Analyst, New England Fisheries Management Council
Paul Howard, Executive Director, New England Fisheries Management Council
Rip Cunningham, Chairman, New England Fisheries Management Council



ASM Working Group Meeting Notes
February 8,2012

Holiday Inn, Peabody

I. Presentations
A. Annie Hawkins (NEFMC Staffl: PDT's approach to monitoring

The Council plans to reconfigure the entire monitoring program from the ground
up, including how to implement a cost-effective program, cost transition to
industry, and cost sharing. They are looking at experiences in other parts of the
world for options, including work done by the FAO and Archipelago. Annie is in
the process of developing a white paper.

Specifically, the PDT identified the following steps as necessary in the
development of the monitoring options for the framework:

1. Establish goals
2. Establish standards
3. Summarize requirements in other regions and what benefits they get
4. Clari$ 416 requirements (based on what is happening on the water)
5. What data is used for (e.g., to determine discard rates, enforcement)
6. What data, if any can be collected by EM and what Council needs to do

for implementation

B. Melissa Vasquez (NERO): Implementation process for industry ASM programs in
FY2013
Sectors are currently required to meet ,4.16 monitoring requirements within their
ASM proposal in operation plans for the September 1,2012 deadline. After the
deadline, it will be an iterative process for updating operations plans to include
new ASM specifics to address the sector framework (when Council has more
specific monitoring program goals and requirements).

Dockside will be back in 2013(20% coverage level), absent of further Council
action.

C. Amy Van Atten (NEFS/FSB): Electronic Monitoring Pilot Project Update
See PPT presentation : www. gmri.org/monitoringworkinggroup

D. Cate O'Keefe (UMASS SMAST): Improving discard estimates of New Eneland
Groundfish

SMAST is starting a research project on improving discard rates for New England
fishermen. (The sector manager of NEFS 11 and 12 analyzed the accuracy
around discard rates that follow the regulations with a30Yo CV based on the
Standardized Bycatch Reporting Methodology (SBRM) versus results from a
randomly selected smaller data set.) SMAST is exploring how changes to
coverage levels can achieve better accuracy while maintaining an acceptable level
precision. This project will attempt to determine if they can develop a fixed



II.

discard rate that more accurately reflects fish presence/discards at certaintimes of
year that isn't necessarily based on SBRM. (The moving average of a rate over
the course of the year is problematic for fishermen.) The project will also look at
how NMFS is determining coverage levels (based on SBRM) and cumulative
discard rates (that are retroactively applied). This will help sectors with ACE
trading and achieve discard rates that reflect what fishermen are seeing on the
water.

Cate is currently requesting data from study fleet, the observer program, and
individual sectors/vessels. Once they have data, it will be analyzed and then the
implementation process (CounciVregulatory vs. NEFSC) will be addressed.

Question about SBfuMwith Oceana law suit? Melissa/Alli - Reference to SBRM
is removed, but 416 says 30% CV (based on SBRM), so 30% CV still stands.

Question about whether the Council has discussed the SBRM question? Annie -
Council isn't there yet, but changing 416 reference to SBRM could be within
scope of sector framework.

Monitoring goals discussion

The group had an initial discussion of goals based on the groundfish committee
motion on goals; however, theyultimately decided that the group should think
about the goals at a higher level, and start from the drawing board (not necessarily
the proposed goals on the table).

The group then started a discussion ofhigher level goals around catch accounting
(pounds of fish by arealgear), but then started exploring individual-vessel level
monitoring, which would provide an incentive for vessels to minimize discards.
However, with a smaller stratum, and more discreet discard rate, the coverage
levels would be -70-90% to achieve the same precision/CV level (see Michael
Lanning PPT pres entation :

http://www.nefmc.org/nemultilcte_mtg_docs/111005/Sector%20Groundfish%20
CY Yo20C ov er ageo/o2} -Yo2lLannnso/o2} I I I00 5 .p dfr, and this may not be
affordable. NMFS may be able to provide vessel-level discard rates to the sector,
but then each sector would have to manage databases/software to distribute these
discard rates to all members. There is currently nothing preventing a sector
manager from assigning vessel-level discard rates to sector members.

Finally, there was a request for a round-robin check in on the members'
monitoring priorities. These were more specific than the overall goals, and very
detailed so they are not included in this meeting summqry; however, I can e-mail
them out to anyone who is interested, or include them in thefinal meeting
summary if there is enough interest.



In the aftemoon, the group returned to the overall goals discussion, with a plan to
drafta letter to the PDT with goals for consideration during the Council's
development of monitoring goals in the sector framework. These are the draft
goals devised from this discussion:

Goal 1: For the monitoring program to collect the most robust data possible.

Outcomes:
1. To allow for the best data to be integrated into stock assessments.
2. To decrease the gap between the ABC/ACL (management/science uncertainty).
3. To allow for the greatest allowable amount of fish to be allocated to fishery.
4. To develop a monitoring program where confidentiality of data is paramount,

regardless of how data is collected (i.e., human observer or video camera).

Goal 2: Create a monitoring program to account for groundfish catch (by area fished/gear
type) for the purpose of ACE monitoring at optimized levels of accuracy and precision,
and in the most cost effective approach.

Actions:
o Demonstrate that Electronic Monitoring can meet monitoring goals and be

implemented as an option for the 2013 fishingyear.

o Allow for full retention (of allocated stocks only) as an option to meeting
these goals for the 2013 fishingyear.

o Demonstrate the feasibility of applying a fixed discard rate, and allow this
approach as an option to meeting monitoring goals for the 2013 fishing year.

o Recognízingthe diverse nature of sectors, allowing the flexibility within each
sector to meet the optimized levels of accuracy and precision in the most
efficient and cost effective method(s). For example, one approach to
minimize costs could be to have the ASM program account for discards only,
while the DSM program or dealer reports would account for catch kept.

III. Technology-based monitoring options discussion

Emilie Litsinger (EDF) presented an Archipelago draft document for discussion,
"Technology-Based Monitoring Options for Commercial Fisheries" that details
four monitoring options utilizing electronic monitoring (EM) that have been used
in other fisheries around the world. (See document for details of each option.)
Discussion of this document quickly transitioned to the EM pilot study
Archipelago is conducting under contract for the NEFSC.

While the industry was under the impression that NMFS would not approve EM
until the pilot study is complete, Amy Van Atten clarified that for certain
gears/species, it may work sooner, and that the pilot does not have to be



completed before EM is implemented. There was a comment that the pilot
program may be looking at the wrong objectives (currently evaluating EM against
416 requirements). There was a recommendation for the pilot to look at discards
only. There was a question about the abilþ of EM to account for full retention
and discards only, and Amy commented that those options were not currently
being evaluated. A discussion pursued about including an evaluation of fuIl
retention into the pilot study, and that it should require full retention of allocated
groundfish stocks, (not including prohibited groundfish stoclæ/species) andnot
fulI retention of all species. Further, it was requested to add trawl vessels that fish
for multiple days in more than one broad stock area, if possible, (in addition to the
smaller draggers that fish single-day trips in one broad stock area) to the study
since the pilot program has the least amount of data on these vessels. Following
this discussion, there was a recommendation that the MWG request that the pilot
study demonstrates full retention (of allocated stocks) by gear and area fished.

Amy said she would inquire about including these items, but expressed the need
to design the research question before the pilot study starts (e.g., full retention for
allocated GF species, as to not address prohibited stocks.) The focus would be if
and how well EM can document full retention frshery of allocated species for
vessels that fish in one area and multþle stock areas. She will talk to NERO about
regulatory process with an experimental fishing permit (EFP) since it is too late
for sectors to request an exemption for full retention in their FY20I2 operations
plans.

Question to Amy or Council of how we turn results of the EMpilot into
implementationfor 2013? Amy- form subgroup of MWG that want to focus on
EM and communicate/coordinate with PDT/GF Committee to make it work.
Melissa - GF committee has already asked PDT to look at fuIl retention; GF
committee asked Council to approve/implement EM, although didn't task PDT to
look at details/issues.

The discussion on goals ended with a comment about the current 416 monitoring
goal to verifu catch kept and landings, and a question asking for clarification on
how the catch data from observers is being utilized by NMFS (since the sectors
are using dealer reports for catch information). Goals should be clear that catch
kept data from observers will be used and if data are not used, then the goal
shouldjust be for the observer or video to record discards, and use dealer
reporting and DSM to verifu catch kept. Upon review of the draft notes, Amy
commented that kept catch recorded by the observer/monitor is an essentialpart
of the trip-specific discard rate. ' Additional information can be provided to show

t On "obseryed" tows, sampling discards is the priority for observers and monitors. The definition of an
observed tow is that it contains complete discard catch information. Occasionally tows may be
"unobserved" - this may occur if the observer is still sampling priority species from a previous tow, if they
are ill or exhausted, or ifthe captain declares the deck spaca too unsafe for the observer to access.
Observers use their own estimation using actual weights, tally counts, or volume to volume, or captain's
estimate - in that order of preference. They may also ask the captain to validate their estimate, or if the



how the observer data (discards and catch kept) are used to estimate catch in the
groundfish frshery.

IV. Discussion to narrow focus of MWG
The fixed discard rate would supplement the NEFOP, and could be higher or
lower, but would provide stability, and more real time data. Question about
whether a higher discard rate skews stock assessment? Cate - we are looking at

this, but as current system is, there may be the same problem.

One idea since an ACL is for the entire fishery is that if you have finer scale data,

you can leave the buffer at the sector level. With management uncertainty, it is
applied twice, and the Council hasn't decided what level of risk to take.

Question about whether goal(s) should include connection between monitorinç
and uncertainty? (MWG ran out of time to discuss this question.)

There will be two subsroups within the MWG, one will focus on the fixed discard
rate study, and the other will focus on the EM pilot and implementation. The
meetings will be on same days to keep everyone updated.

Question about inviting others to meetings? Acting directors of NERO and
NEFSC are updated but if MWG has a formal proposaVquestion, then they can be

invited - otherwise, should be okay.

Question about inviting a Council member? While there may be some usefulness,
it seems appropriate to keep these lines separated.

Coordination with Council and NMFS: The MWG will draft meeting summaries,
letters, and updates to share with Annie, Amy, Melissa, and Alli, who will do the
same for PDT and NMFS meetings concerning monitoring. We will all coordinate
to reduce any redundancy in efforts between the groups and support each other as

the monitoring program is reconfigured in the sector framework and as sectors
start developing their ASM programs in their FY2013 operations plans.

V. Next Steps

The PDT may schedule a meeting within the next couple of weeks, the GF
committee meeting should be in March and the Council meeting is at the end of
April. The subgroups will touch bases over e-mail and a conference call, if
necessary, to formulate timelines and next steps. The full MWG will next meet
sometime in early April to update everyone on progress.

volume of discards was such that they couldn't sample the kept portion of catch before it is stored. They
will also ask the captain for the kept catch on "unobserved" tows.



ACTION: Attendees will e-mail Jessica for their subgroup preference, and then
she will set up conference calls and eventually set the next meeting date.

ACTION: The MWG will draft two letters: one letter to the PDT regarding
monitoring goals, and another letter to the Council sharing the MWG's request to
the NEFSC to evaluate full retention and discards only- options 2, 3, 4 in
technology based monitoring options - into the EM pilot program.



ASSOCIATED FISHERIES OF MAINE
PO Box 287, South Berwick, ME 03908-0287

February 27,20t2

Mr. Terry Stockwell, Chair

Groundfish Oversight Committee
New England Fishery Management Council

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

E

ü

I{.EYY ENGLANÐ Ftst-r ERY
MANAGE¡"{ENT COUNCIL

Dear Terry:

I write to request that the groundfish comm¡ttee include the following options in the sector improvement

framework.

L) A sector exemotion from the minimum mesh size reouirement in order to allow vessels to use 4

%" and ereater codends for the puroose of tareeting redfish.

On February I,2OI2 the NEFMC approved a motion to ask NMFS to expedite the exemption request

described above. We request that the Committee include an option for this exemption in the pending

framework. A final report on the experimental fishing component of the cooperative research project

that supports this request will be made available by the end of March 2072in sufficient time for final vote

by the Committee on this option.

2l Add block 138 in Mav to the list of exemotions from rollins closures for sector vessels.

On November 18, 2009 the NEFMC approved a motion to endorse requests by sectors for exemption from

this closure. However, the NMFS has repeatedly denied sector requests for this exemption.

Block 138 is an area of particular importance to small and mid size vessels fishing out of Maine ports. lt is

the only block in the western Gulf of Maine east of 70o that remains closed to sector participants.

The Amendment 16 analysis of the Council's decision on universal rolling closures exemptions supports

our argument that rolling closures were adopted "primarily to reduce catches of GOM cod". Under hard

quotas, rolling closures are no longer necessary to reduce fishing mortality. Table 177 in Amendment 16

demonstrates that overall the month of May is not a particularly important time for groundfish spawning.

3) Expand the list of universal sector exemptions to include some or all those approved bv the

NFMS durine the first two vears of sector manasement under Amendment L6 (see attached)

Most of the exemptions approved during the last two fishing years are artifacts of the days at sea

management system. Making these exemptions permanent will ease a significant paperwork burden for

the industry and for the NMFS.

Sincerely,

t'l. P/"/rr.*tJ
Maggie Raymond

L¿ '. Tñ, A 4, âvvr.--/ { zlu)



Sector Exemptions Approved in FY 2010 and 2011

1) 120 block out of the fishery required for day gillnet vessels

2) 20 day spawning block out of the fishery required for all vessels

3) Limits on the number of gillnets imposed on day gillnet vessels

4) Prohibit¡on on a vessel hauling another vessel's gillnet gear

5) Limits on the number of gillnets that may be hauled on GB when fishing under a

groundfish/monkfish DAS

6) Limits on the number of hooks that may be fished

7) DAS leasing program length and horsepower restrictions

8) The GOM Sink Gillnet mesh Exemption through April

9) Extension of the GOM Sink Gillnet Mesh Exemption through May

10) Prohibition on discarding

11) Daily catch reporting by sector managers for sector vessels participating in the CAI Hook Gear
Haddock Special Access Program

12) Gear requirements in the US/CA management area

13) powering vessel monitoring systems while at the dock

14) DSM for vessels fishing west of 72o 30'

15) DSM for Handgear A permitted sector vessels

16) DSM for monkfish trips in the Southern Fishery Management Area



Commonwe alth of Mas s achuseúús
Division of Marine Fishe
251 Causeway Street, Suite
Boston, Massachusetts 021

(6t7)626-ts2A
lax (61 7)626-1509

l'ebruary 29.2An
Mr. Samuel D. Rauch III
Acting Assistant Admínistrator fbr Fisheries
National Marine Fisheries Service
I 315 East-rWest Highwal,'
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

:>'-c,--l
Dear It!¡ÆZíU-ch:

You have asked for suggestions as to hou.NMFS should tailor FY 2012 rules to
deal with the unexpected and unforeseen discovery that GOM cod is overirshed and
overfishing is occurring. We offer the follovr-ing considerations and recommendations
with a reminder that FY 2012 decisions should be infìuenced b1' MRIP revised numbers
for GOM cod that are much lou'er than those used in the assessment and thc inconect
assumptíon that the recreational fishery has a 100% discard mortalitl,'. a complete reversal
of the GARM III conclusion of 100% survival.

We also believe our recent collaborative effort u'ith NOAA Fisheries on the
financial performance of the groundfish fleet (Break-Even Analysis) should weigh
heavily on decisions this fìshing )'ear and especialll' the next. Pessimistic results
expected for GB cod. GOM haddock. plaice. u.itch flounder and CC/COM 1'elloutail u'ill
add to the witch's brerv of further cutbacks in ACLs. e.g.. possible cut in the Georges
Bank cod allowable catch from 5.000 rnt to as lorv as 2-000 mt and GOM haddock from
1.200 mt to 300 mt.

We focus 0n sector manâgement providing fishermen u'ith requested flexibilit¡'
freeing the vast majority of fishermen from many regulatorv constraints nìth assumed
adequate at-sea monitoring and dockside enfbrcement. We challenge those assumptions
and encourage NMFS to revisit these critical issues. Without requisite monitoring and
enforcement in FY 2012. FY 2013 could become the ''Armageddon" for rnany fìshermcn
expressly feared by ormers of smaller. inshore vessels. as rvell as larger. ofïshore vessels
at your February l0 neeting in Portsmouth. Our Break-Even Anal¡,'sis for 2009 and 201 0
for all sizes ofvessels regardless ofgear types confirm their fears.

Sector proposed rules
Your request for ideas pertaining to GOM cod nicely dovetails w'ith the Northeast

Region's request for comments b1'March I on proposed2012 groundfish sector
operation plans and contracts. Vy'e suggest NMFS reco¡r.s_ider some exemptions it

(on n¡s\¡ùtL'r

Paul J. Diodati
Diret'tu'

FEB ¿ s ?CI12

NEW ENcLANo nrssÆ'fiùii
MANAGEMENT COUNGil¿..rn

k: ertv^;J TM,4 t Ú lr)



proposeF to grant and promote/adopt a sector:developed approach we feel is imnortant for
reducing fishine mortalitv and enhancing reproductive success of GOM cod. lt appears
we can ässume the 2009, 2010, and perhaps even the 20ll year classes are below average
with 2010 likely being poor, Consequently, immediate steps to promote good
recruitment by protecting pre-spa\ryning and spawning cod are paramount.

These steps would be entirely consistent with the NMFS insistence that spawning
cod be protected. In the proposed rule NMFS cites the SARC 53 assessment and uses it
as a basis for denying some requested exemptions such as the April, May and June GOM
Rolling Closure Areas (RCAs), i.e., those exemptions "may jeopardize rebuilding of the
COM cod stock." l/e suggest there is a need for (1) increased protection of pre-
spalvnine and spawning cod outside the âreas and at times not inç.I_Uded in existinq RCAs
and (2) mor_e attention to impacts of gillnetting on cod aqgregations, Our suggestions are
quite relevant to the SARC 53 conclusion that the GOM cod stock is still restricted to the
southwestern portion of the GOM near and within the Stellwagen Bank Sanctuary and to
the north on and near Jeffrey's Ledge.

Northeast Seafood Coalition challenge
The Northeast Seafood Coalition has the diflicult task of balancing competing

interests of smallilarge, inshore/offshore vessels. ï/hen it speaks on behalf of the many
(27 4) active fishermen in 1 2 NEFS sectors fishing different gear, we ¿¡ssume it can and
does speak for the majority.

NMFS responded in the following way to Coalition comments on the fishing year
2010 proposed rule.

"The six Northeast Fishery Sectors requesting exemption from statistical blocks 124,125,
132, and I33 in April contend that their members have a vast amount of experience and
know.ledge identiÞins soawnine aggegations of fish (emphasis added) and that
eliminating access to these additional rolling closure areas requested in this exemption
would prematurely end commercial access to the haddock stocks, which a¡e fully rebuilt,
in those areas. The Northeast Fishery Sectors further commented that they have designed
a strategy to minimize the impacts to spawning fish while promoting benefits to sector
menbers {emphasis added). Under this stratery, Northeast Fishery Sector vessels would
fish on rotating schedules to limit daily effort, would utilize a sentinel vessel to survey
the area for the presence of spawning fish, and would utilize a bycatch/spawning fish
notifìcation system through an onboard computer system to reduce the potential for sector
vessels to overharvest spawning stocks of fish. Northeast Fishery Sectors requesting this
exemption would restrict the harvesting of GOM cod in these areas by capping the
percentage ofthe sector's available ACE that could be taken during the requested
exemption period. Trawling vessels would minimize their gear impacts by reducing the
time that they tow their nets along the bottom.

In addition to abiding by all Federal fishing regulations, sector vessels would adhere to
all applicable Massachusetts Department of Marine Fisheries cod conservation measures.
Finally, the Northeast Fishery Sectors contend that vessels fishing in the requested
exemption areas would provide additional data which could improve scientific
knowledge for the purpose of protecting spawning cod (emphasis added). NMFS is
seeking public comment about these additional exemption requests from the GOM
Rolling Closure Areas due to the ancillary benefits the GOM RCAs provide to spawning
fish in the GOM, as well as the protection these areas afford harbor porpoise and other
marine mammals."



The Coalition's comments provide you (and the NEFMC) nith an option and

approach we suggest could be applied next fishing vear allorving fisheru.ien access to the
rollins closures in April. Mal,'..A,rrd June instead of complete loss of access and

oppglXunitr in larÉ¡e. important fishing areas for proloneed periods of time. Considering
the close n'orking relationship NMFS has r¡'ith sectors and their managers. \.\'e see no
reason wh,v their approach should not be accepted perhaps u'ith some adjustments NMFS
might require, Consider that u'hen the April RCA is lified and the Ma¡' RCA occurs.
sector vessels simpll,'shift all their effort to Massachusetts Bay' and Stellu.agen Bank -
areas closed to them in April. Please note that DMF's spring (April 16 -.1u11 21) Cod
Consenation Zone is adjacent to these re-opened federal \r'aters.

l-his sector-sponsored approach also must be considered for the fall/rvinter clf
20121201 3 and perhaps for this late spring and sum4ler. This approach is needed because
currently there is minimal to no spa\r'ning protection for GOM cod er,en though
fall/ç'intcr sparvning occurs and likely is critical for genetically defined "u'inter-spaunìng
inshore" GOM cod seasonally frequenting the inshore Georges Bank and Southem Neu
England/Mid-Atlantic broad stock areas (See Pierce earlier communication n'ith 1'ou and
described in the -lanuary 9 white paper .'Gulf of Maine Clod: SARC 53 Assessmenl and
Its Implications").

There also is no protection for spawning cod in May in the many spau'ninc areas

of Massachusetts Ba1' south of 42o 30' (Marblehead) u'here sector vessels are exempt
fiom the May RCA. including most of the Stellra,agen Bank Sanctuarl'. Moreover.
consider that at one time thc Council adopted an October-November RCA to rcduce
fishing mortality' and afford some spa'v\ining protection. Pre-spa*'ning and sparvning cod
are found in the south\,restern GOM in Novcmber. as u.'ell as December. as evidenced by'

the NMFS-toutcd DMF Industry.'-Based Surve;* I'or ûulf of Maine Cod (refcr to DMF
Final Report to NMFS NE Cooperative Research Partners Program Contract #llA133F-
03-CN-0109 and NOAA's DVD "In Good Companl': NOAA's Northeast Cooperatiue
Research Partners Pro gram").

Sector operation plans' revision
l'o its credit. the Coalition proactively oflered its approach consistent u.ith

concerns of NMFS and DMF about sparn'ning cod protection. Perhaps because NMFS
did not grant the requested April exemption. the Coalition did not pursue this approach.
Considering the status of GOM cod and the pessirnistic outlook f'or Ma¡' l. 2013- n'e
concludc it is nor.r'time. Adminedli'. more details need to be provided. Perhaps the
interim rule couid require sectors to revise their onerations plans accordinsll' 

"\jthreinstatement of the Mêv u,ith fall RCAs being the triggered accountabilitv measures if
sectors fail to adopt their proffered apptoAgb. We suspect sectors u'ould r¡ork u'ith their
memberships to revise their plans to avoid impacts of rollíng closures on small businesses
alreadl,'hard-pressed by Amendment l6 with its allocation approach and hard-quota
management.

Considering all state and federal assistance in many forms and accomniodations
provided to sectors- r.l'e believe sectors' collective memberships must cont¡nue to step up
and demonstrate stew'ardship and accountability for this critical resource on i,r.hich thev
heavily depend. This shouìd be the sectors' response even though. once a-uain. ¡ ou



intend to deny sector-requested exceptions to the April, May, and June RCAs. As NMFS
says in its Febnrary l5 proposed rule, "...,SecIor members are grûnîed increased
operational flexibility through exemplions from regulations ín exchanse.for taking on
additional r_esponsibilit.v (emphasis added)..-" Taking responsibility is the key.

A willingness to accept that responsibility also was demonstrated by the
Sustainable Harvest Sector that in its operations plan for FY 2010 had "hot-spot
reporting." Members agreed "to reporila the Sector Manager any and all areas of high
bycalch of any sort, including undersized regulated species and/or any stockfor which
the Sector is approaching their threshold. Upon receiving a hiî-spot report, the Sector
Manager wíll send an alert to all member vessels to stay awayfrom those parlicular
areas. " Vy'e assume the same attitude and approach could be used to avoid aggregations
of spawning cod, although the incentive to avoid high-valued cod - regardless of
spawning condition - may be low.

DMF CCZs & White Paper
We remind you of the Commonwealth's Vy'inter Q,{ovember l5 - January 3l) and

Spring (April 1ó - July 21) Cod Conservation Zones (CCZs). Please note the winter and
spring time periods. The effectiveness of our zones for protection of cod spawning
aggregations can be undercut, if not ovenruhelmed, by fishing in adjacent federal waters
by sector vessels (large and small) not restrained by any trip limits.

We refer you to our White Paper pages l2-14 where we describe the importance
of protecting spawning aggregations and where we cite many scientific publications
documenting cod spawning behavior, multi-year homing and f,rdelity to spawning
grounds, and hyperstability creating the "illusion of plenty" and a recipe for masking
collapse of fisheries.

We also refer you to a 1999 paper that is key to our conclusions and very relevant
to SARC 53 conclusions about rnasking collapse:" Hyperaggregation of fish and
fisheries: how catch-per-unit-effort increased as the northem cod (Gadus morhua)
declined" by Rose and Kulka (Can J. Fish Aquat. Sci).

Sector exemptions & related DMF research
There is an elernent to the approach of protecting spawning aggregations quite

relevant to sector exemptions, and it's gillnetting. NMFS proposes to continue to exempt
all sector vessels from the limit on number of gillnets imposed on all day-gillnet vessels.
We recoFmend this exemption be denied or at least fevised. NMFS also should consider
reducing the_litnit. Our rationale is as follows.

NMFS indicates in the proposed rule that rhe limit on number of gillnets is not
needed because the limit was "designed to control fishíng efforÍ and, thereþre, is no
longer necessaryþr sectors because their ACEs limit overallfishing mortalíty. "
Although this logic seems sensible at first, it actually is faulty because: (l) cod spawning
aggregations are not protected; (2) there aÌe no trip catch limits for sector vessels;
(3) inshore vessels report that larger offshore vessels are fishing inshore in the GOM
more so than before (e.g. taking advantage of no restrictions on leasing of ACE between
vessels, especially from inshore to offshore vessels); and (4) ACEs are not necessarily
constraining sectors due to monitoring and enforcement inadequacies. Continuing to free



sectors from gillnet restrictions no\{ seems ill-adr.ised. In fact. \À'e suggest restrictions
should be tightened.

We call ¡.our attention to DMF research detailed in the soon-to-be-published
(2012) scientific paper in the Nortlr_,American Journal of FisherieE.Management:
''Disruption of an Atlantic cod spar+ning aggregation resulting from the opening of a
directed gillnet fishcry"'(Dean. Floffman. and Armstrong). These authors concluded:
"This studl' {using acour'tic' receivers to record lransnti.çsiotz.s.fi'om acou:iticsll)'tagged
codJ clearl¡, elentonstrales lhe adter.çe qfect of gi.llnetting v'ithin an Arlantic cod
a qgre gal i on" (emphasis added).

Commenting on the Amendment l6 catch-share sr-stem. they indicated:
"....li.shing e.{/'orts conlrols such as dail¡'possession limits and rolling closures hate been
lifted.f'or rno.st ./ishernren. 14 hile this net s):slem mol' ¡trot'ide u more direct ntelhod r¿f'

controlling.fìshing morÍatit.fitr the cod ,stock as a v'ltr¡le. it also greatlj' inc'reusgs lhe
potential.{or orcryIploitation oJ'individual .çpa.t!fin? groups ftntphasis added¡. The (od
Consen'aîion Zones enacted b¡'i+la:;sachusett,t hûre extended lhe spax'nin¡q protccliort
once o.ffered hy rolling c'losure:¡ in Íhe imntediute ricinitl'of the aggregatiotls. I'et. other
cod spau'ning, aggregütions exisl in rhe Gulf o./'llaíne tha¡ v'ill likely,.face lhe hrunt of
rclativel),unresÍricled.fi.shing pre.rln¿re. unle,s.r sitnilar consertaliotl zùnes ure
eslah[i.shed ... F ishert managers utÍerypling lo achiew spav,ning protecÍion.s need to
ctÌttsÌder lhal.lìshing on spa!'ning agE esations tna), ha.ve.gllïerse qfecrs thal go heJ't¡ttd
s i nry I e r e ryt_t¡ï a I o f' b i o nt a çs" (emphasi s added).

'fhese research findings and conclusions are con:pelling and convince us that
NMFS should not exempt sectors frgm gillnetting restrictions and should be even more
restrictive. IIorv much m_efe restrictive is the question. Currently. sectors can fìsh an1,

number of nets: either the exempted amount of 100 gillnets (of u'hich no more than 50
can be ''roundfish" gillnets) or greatcr. A gillnet is 300 feet rvith 100 nets being 30.000
feet or 5.7 miles. V/ith nrany,' sector fìshermen bcing gillnetters. e.9.. Sectors :i. 7. 10. I l .
12. I'ixed Gcar. Port Cl¡'de. and 'l'ri-State (refèr to Februar¡' 1 5 Proposed Rules' Table 1 ).
5.7 miles .- or f'ar more. since the amount is unrestricted - can be fished b¡,' man¡'
fishermen *.ith gillnets set ovemight (some for many dal's).

'Ihis highlights the potential for spawning aggregations bein_s targeted rvith ver)'
adverse effects. Can ,\!,Íl'S .seriousll,,beliet,e lhal unre.çlricted gillnetting h¡'so man)'
sccÍor ls.s.sc/.r cun be allov'ed Io c'onÍinue vith GO:ll cod concern:;. as y'ell as oll¡er
c'onsideralions resulting.fi'om ìiEF'SC updales o,1 slock sÍalus, e.g., ltos'sihle decrease in
GOM haddock allou'able catch.fi'ont 1.2(X) mt to 300 ntt?

The belief that sector ACEs limit cod catch thereb.v controlling fishing mortality'
ignores dramatic impacts of gillnetting on cod aggregations documented through Dlr4F
research. By.' ignoring those impacts. rve risk a çorst-case scenario for May' I. 2013.
Consider ( I ) the GOM cod stock has contracted: (2) NMFS beginning this Ma1' probabll'
t'ill allou' a liberal COM cod catch of 6.700 mt (7.100 mt if y'ou allou'the carr¡'over):
(3) the amount of gillnets to be set by sector fishermen u'ill be unrestricted:
(4) monitoring of the amounl of catch is sporadic (i.e.. just 250lo obsen'er coverage. if
that): and (5) many fishennen likely have a diffe¡ent fishing behavior rvhen an obsen'er ís

on board.
Also consider that sector operations plans are very liberal in hor¡'the."- treat

gillnets. For example. the Sustainable Han'est Sector onlJ'requires their gillnetters to



haul their nets once every seven days after they are set. It doesn't appear Coalition
sectors restrict gillnetters in the same way.

As an altemative to reducing the number of gillnets, we suggest gillnettins should
be prohibited near-shore (e.e.. less than 30 fathoms. perhaps deener) in Mav and June and
October throueh December. This suggestion definitely will spark anger and some serious
discussion. NMFS likely will prefer for the NEFMC with industry input to determine
what must be done beginning May 1, 2013.

Consistent with the aforementioned logic and concems we suggest NMFS pay
attention to the other exempti_ons it intends to approve such as the 20-da), spawning block
and limits on tþe number of hooks that mav be fished. Regarding the latter, since there
appears to be a shift of hook effort to the GOM to target cod, allowing a sector vessel to
target spawning cod aggregations with hooks far in excess of the required 2,000 hooks,
the exemption seems unwise.

We understand NMFS believes these measures are "no longer necessaryþr
sectors because their ACEs limit overall Jìshing morlality" and that these exernptions
"provide grealer operationalflexibility and allow vessel owners ta plan îheír operatians
according to Jìshing and markeÍ conditions. " These are good reasons for exemptions.
However, with last weeks' assessments providing dismal findings, the SARC 53 GOM
cod outcome, and likely continued stock problems we believe are largely attributed to
"missing" catch, action must be taken now ¡ather than later.

Freedom and flexibility
\try'e cannot fault NMFS for its willingness to lessen economic impacts on sector

and common pool vessels, DMF continues to have the same objective. \tr/ítness our joint
effort with NOAA Fisheries to perform a Break-Even Analyses and DMF's Sector l0
analysis - both unfornrnately having little if any influence on our collective decision-
making.

However, we believe NMFS risks going too fa¡ in providing the industry with
freedom and flexibility. Under different circumstances, i.e., comprehensive, effective
catch monitoring and enforcement, your logic for that freedom and flexibitity, described
in your proposed rule þage 8798) would be sound, for example, "By removing the
limiraüons an vessel efforf (amount of gear used, number af days declared out offishery,
trip limits and area closures) sectors help create a more simplified regulatory
environment, etc."

Please keep in mind your minimal at-sea monitoring (17% sector ASM plus 8%
NEFOP), and each sector's coverage is not representative of each sector's activity by
gear type. Simplification of the regulatory environment is a worthwhile goal, but it
should not occur by abdicating our management authority and responsibility to sectors.
We suggest that abdication is ongoing by virtue of NMFS abandoning dockside
monitoring (and enforcement), albeit with the Council's support.

NMFS continues to incorrectly assume that "this level of observer coverage has
been considered sufficient to monitor seclor fishing activity for purposes af calculaîing
when ACLs have been qchieved. " For example, consider last week's results for Cape
Cod/GOM yellowtail flounder. For the first time, we now have a very large retrospective
enor indicating substantial unaccounted-for catch. Sector management is catch-share
management, and we all know based on experiences elsewhere that high levels of



obsen'er coverage are required for successful catch-share managernent. i.e.. keeping
fìshermen from exceeding their gifted catch shares. We refer ]'ou to the 20ll Fi.çheries
article. "Evolution of catch share management : lessons from catch share management in
the North Pacific" b1,'Mark Fina r¡'ho notes high levels of obsen,er coverage. i.e.. I00%
uith a few exceptions.

Vy'e also refer ¡'ou to EDF-sponsored MRAG Americas' Apriì 201I publication:
"Guiding principles for development of effective monitoring programs." One particular
monitoring program is especiall¡' noteworthy - the tsritish Columbia groundfìsh lìsher¡'
u'ith management goals being: ( I ) individual accountabilitl,: (2) gathering r.erifìable data
on all catch and discards: (3)documenting discarded catch as legal or sub-legal in sizet
(4) tracking individual vessel and fleet quotas: and (5) r.erifi'ìn-e that catch sta¡ s w'ithin
thc TAC. This should sound familiar to Nern' England fìsheries managers. Offshore
trar','l vessels have 1007o obsen'er coverage. Flook-and-line vessels har.e 10070 coverage
although electronic monitoring is used.

Precise and accurate quota-monitoring requires a high level olobsen'er coverage.
and rvhen co\erage is less- steps must betaken to sfratif)'the flect. deal u'ith biases in
obsen'er coverage. etc. Tliis is not the case in Neu'England primarill'due to cost.
Consequentl¡'. rt'e suggest 1'ou reconsider sector exemptions granting frecdom and
ilexibility u,ithout accountability provided b¡,higher although costlv levels of catch
nronitoring.

Evidence that coverage is currently biased recentl)'*'as provided bv Council
ntember David Gocthcl *'ho described the repeated sea sampling of his trips. Another
example u'as provided b3" Captain .lim I'ord of the Lisa Anrr in his recent correspondence
s'ith Council Executive Director Paul I{oward. Captain For<l noted the non-randomness
of coverage. His catch r.vas sampled seven trips in a ro\À'.

We greatly'appreciate NMI'S efforts to prioritize sampling using the Standardized
B¡'catch Reporting Methodology (SBRM). Excellent u'ork has bcen done b1.'the Cenrer
and the Regional Office. Neverlheless. coverage is influenced primaril¡' by a requirement
lo have a30o/o cocfiìcient of variation. This pertains to prccision and not accurac-r,of
sampling results expanded to characterize total catch b¡' all r-esseìs and gear tl'pes.
Moreover. the difficult,'- of stratifying available sea da¡.'s among the groundfish fleet uith
an enrphasis on sectors is well described by NMFS (refer to Januarv 25-2011
Standardized B¡'catch Reporting Methodology: Sea Day Anall.sis and Prioritization.
NEFSCA.ilìRO).

We conclude that the " ...high level o.f obserïer coterage,/ìtr.fieets that c'atch ,\'ey'
England ground/ìsh... " is only' relative to co\,erage in other fìsheries. and 17o/o (or so)
coverage is quite ior.v. indeed. unacceptably low for a strict. penalt¡'-laden. quota-
managed multispecies complex. Therefore. r\c urge NMFS to be u'ar,v of fieedom-gir ing
exemptions. They $hould be granted onl)'after ver]'carelulço_nsideration of thc
consequences of our laissez-faire sector.mgnitorine management approach u'ith hear.)
reliance on sectors to report accuratel\'.

Night closure
Not relevant to operations plans but certainl¡' f'or interim action is the idea of a

night closure suggested by the Conscrv'ation Larv Foundation. CI-F suggests a night-time
ban to dragging insidc the 1O0-fathom line, The intent is good because ir is a strong



disincentive for large vessels to fish inshore, such as on Stellwagen Bank. A night
closure seems consistent with the Council previous record of dissuading fishermen from
shifting their effort from offshore to inshore waters, e.9., the 2:l DAS counting area.

However, CLF's suggested approach is flawed for a few reasons. Large vessels

can fish during the day inshore and move offshore during the night. This sort of closure
does prevent 24-hour fishing inshore, but having l2-15 hours ofspring through fall
daylight provides many hours to catch and benefit from high-valued cod.

Moreover, night closures to mobile gear cause a proliferation of fixed gear

fishermen who no longer fear night-time gear loss caused by mobile gear. ìilith sector

exemptions being very favorable to gillnetting (and hooking) it doesn't take much

imagination to see the outcome.
A GOM cod zone might be a better altemative, but not with the boundaries

suggested by CLF that are too liberal. Vy'e suspect this concept will be too challenging

for you to implement on an interim basis, but it should receive serious consideration.
Nevertheless, there is an area(s) that could be called a GOM cod zone, at least for interim
FY 2012 action, and we offer boundaries in the text that follows.

Time for serious reflection & new attitude
As noted above, u/e are not confidsnt monitoring and enforcement are effective or

adequate. \Me request NMFS immediately delve into these critical issues. One reason

for our concem is that onboa¡d inspections by dockside monitors are no longer required.

and NMFS logic for removing that requirement may no longer be sound. Specifically,
NMFS determined (refer to July 19, 2011 announcement): "The vessel ffip'end (pre-

tanding) hail requirement provides an fficient and effective meansfor observalion and
enþrcement of vessel landing requirements lhrough unsnnounced observation of vessel

ffioads at the discretion of law enforcement which can include inspeclíon of the hold.

The hail requirement and spot inspections allowþr deployment of limited monìtoring
and enforcement resources to Íhe greatest efect. The possibility af such ínspection is

believed to be a su.fficient deterrent (emphasis added) at this time... "
After almost two fishing years with groundfish ACLs and sector ACEs in place

with there being no landing requirements for sector vessels, do state and federal law
enforcement officers believe the hail requirement is a sufficient detenent for false

reporting of actual landings? A¡e vessels' VMS data being extensively reviewed to track
vessel locations versus reports of catch a¡eas? Are trip-end hails being checked with
vessel offloads, how often does that verification occur, and what have been the results of
that monitoring? What is the penalty for a vessel offloading more than its hail and how
rnuch of a difference in hail and offload must there be before there is a violation?

Consider this hypothetical scenario for Captain Scofflaw. "I'm s captain af a
groundJìshvessel, and I belong lo a sector out ofNew Bedford. I have a decent
allocation of Georges Bank cod. Other sector members with much lower allocatíans
press me to keep my landings low. I know I should sacri/ice.þr the greater good of my

fellow sector "colleagues," but Iwon'1. Afier all, it's my individual allocation, not their
allocation. Sa, I land 50.000 pounds. Law Enforcemenî knows I'm a seclor vessel so

Íhey u,on't inspect me. They løaw I'm not limited by a trip limitation, so inspections
would be a waste of their time. I report a landing of 5.000 paunds on my WR that I
submitted 4 days after I landed (only need ro be submitÍed weekly, thønk God!). My



dealer underslunds myplight and reports a Íransuc'tion of 5,A00 pounds. ltho v'ill ercr
discowr nty tt¡¡r,,t" repoïlirrg "error'?" Oh. and h1'the v'at'. I ucÍuall)'cuughf lhat cod in
the G_OM. bul vho v'ill knov'? It's to r?t)' o¿r,or,oge Io report mv calch øs Georg,es Bank
c'od because G)!l,t cod is of'higher talue, atzd I \r'ctnt to |ease .some of my GOI{ cod
allocation Io anoÍher le.r.se/ at a g,realet' prqlit. A.f¡er all, ,lì.shing is a hu.çines.ç. und I'm in
it.lin' the Iong haul. "

The above scenario is a ven, jaundiced vieu ol'what might be happening (or
could happen). and not just in Ner.v Bedford. It represents a perspectir.e shared u'ith
Council members at the scoping hearings on ¡\nrendment 18. If this scenario is plausible.
groundfish catch-share management is in jeopardv and data for use in stock assessments
u'ill continue to be seriousll'flarçed and misleading. 'l'herefore- through interim action
\\e recommend ¡'ou adopt a strateg\. to counter this tactic that- b¡'the rval'. is an anathema
to the Stelh),,agen Bank National Marine Sanctuary.

'We 
recommend NMFS require A_fishinq vessel to have an obsen'er qn.An]'trip

rvhere fishins g,ill occur in more than onc broad stock area. No e{smptions should be

allor¡'ed. 'l-his doesn't prevent largcr. offshore vessels from fishing inshore in the GOM
on a trip then returning to port. Ilon'er.er. it is a disinccntive. Perhaps f'or managcmcnt
purposes lmonitoring and enforcementì, thg stock boundar),could be redraEn to move
the so-callcd Wcstern Georees llank Stock Area art?I from thc GOM b)'lorvering the
b._oundar],'to the south tÌonl 42o 20' back to rTherc it uscd to be at 42o 00'. Othenvise.
the boundarl. is too convenient f'or back-and-forth traveì and incorrcct reporting of catch.

Some r','ill arguc. this approach u'ill guarantce inshore fìshing if the altern¿¡tir-c ís

to have an observer on board. You might recall m1'making the f'ollou'ing motion at tlie
last Counciln'¡eeting: "For ntore e.ffective monitoring o/'ground.fislt cutt'h hv hroad stock
area Kiulf o/' .l,laine. ittshore and off.shore Georges Bank. und Southern ,\'ev'
England"!4id-,4llantic'). u vessel ¡trior to leaúng port on each trip declured into the
groundJìsh,fi:;her¡' x ill he required to declare t'ia l/jtfS or the Iþ'R c'ull-in .\)':ilem his.'har
intent îo.fish in one of the.ftiur stock areas. Fi.shing:yill be ullou'ed onlJ, in on, .t,rttU
area each trip."

This motion *'as soundl¡'defeated because the vast nrajority'bclicved it u'ould
take au,a1.'fishermen's flexibilitl'and rvould cause fishennen to choose inshore instead of
ofïshore fìshíng. The Clouncil still is concerned about too much hshing pressure inshore
and its eflects on smaller vessels and conrmunities. But. the Council has no solution at

this timc. and certainl),not fbr þY 2012.
Perhaps the only'real disincenlive rvould bc to implement a trip lirnit fbr GOIII

cod. Man¡,smaller. inshore vessels favor this approach because larger vessels fishing
da¡' and night and catchin,u thousands of pounds per trip on inshore grounds dramaticall¡'
reduce availabilit¡' of cod (and olher species) for smaller vessels. I realize that an1'

suggestion for a re-consideratìon of trip limits u'ill bc inflammator¡'. I can fèel thc
intense heat alreadt,.

Ner,ertheless. lQr Þ-Y 2012 only. a trip iímit (e.q.. 5-000 lbs. of cod and 5.-0Q0 Ibs.
of had.dock) could be considered (1) at lcast for a portion of the inshore GOM such as all
q.aters in 3O-minute squares 1.23-125. 131-133. 138-140. and 146-147 or (2ì in allwaters
ri'est of the line of longitude nlarking the eastern boundary of the Iüestem GOM Closcd
Area.



There gçtqld be either a requirement that I I i a vessel prior Io leaving port on each
trip dqclared into the eroundfish fishery must decl.Are via VMS or the IVR call-in-system
his/trer intent to ûsh iq.areas 123-125. 131-133. 138-140. and 146-147. Fishing would be
allowed only in those areas each trip. or 12) a vessel intendine to fish in the inshore ar_ea

lwest of line of loneitude marking the eastem boundaqy of the Western GOM Closed
Area) would be ¡estricted to fishing in that inshore Area for all of FY 2012.

There will be resisúance to this approach from multi-day trip vessels. The outcry
will be "trip limits promote discards" and "flexibility r*'ill be lost.'o Still, we suggest your
interim action when offered for public comment should include options to prevent
focused day and night directed fishing on insho¡e GOM cod (and other stocksi by multi-
day trip vessels especially those that have leased GOM cod from smaller vessels
including those fishing to the north and east of the inshore GOM (as we define it).
Moreover, a trip limit, regardless of how distasteful it will be to fishermen ivanting to
maintain ma"rimum flexibility and minimum goverrrment "interference," should be
among the options. Otherwise, COM cod could share the same fate as other Northwest
Atlantic cod stocks. This is a real and present danger.

A¡other means to reduce directed effort on GOM cod (and other GOM stocks)
would be to reinstate a baseline leasing restriction. We recommend that quofa leasins
li.e.. ACE leasing) not occur more than 20% by sizç (more or less) of the vessel leasing
quota. In this way, for example, GOM cod could not be leased from a 45-foot vessel to a
90-foot vessel, and vice versa. Leasing should occur between vessels of the same
approximate size. V/e have abandoned the logic of DAS leasing restrictions in the
interest of "freedom and flexibility." The status of many GOM stocks should prompt
NMFS to adopt this restriction.As-an inte.ri-m.action. After all, overfishing must be
reduced significantly, and freedom to lease quota to anyone - especially to those wishing
to shift to the GOM when cod are aggregated - must be limited.

Moreover, NMFS tfuough interim action should clarit the rockhopper and roller
gear restriction for use in the GOlvf/GB Inshore Restricted Roller Gea¡ Area'. "The
diameter of any part of the trau,l foorrope, including discs, rollers, or rockhoppers must
not exceed I2 inches. " 'We have been advised by inshore fishermen that larger vessels
have been using a modified footrope with "blocks" between the rollers enabling tows on
hard bottom, especially in the Stellwagen Bank Sanctuary. Although we cannot confirm
this accusation, it warrants attention since these modified nets can be fished in areas
where cod would tend to congregate, i.e., hard bottom,

Conclusion
A greater understanding of the life history and spawning behavior of cod justifies

a re-thinking of the latitude given sectors to manage their own affairs with minimal
government control. Some will say sectors will promote conservation and voluntary
adoption ofmeasures, shared by all sectors, for the "greater good" and to prevent
overfishing; therefore, the government, including the NEFMC, should yield to the
wisdom of the fishermen themselves. This desire for devolution and deregulation is
understandable, but full of risk.

of course, many fishermen have a strong conservation ethic that when
superimposed on their intimate knowledge of fish distribution and fishing gear, create a
strong incentive for "letting them do it their way" by maximizing freedom and flexibility.

l0



But for norç. considering the pessimistic results of last s-eeks' assessment revieu'nleeting
in S¡oods llole. and lbr all reasons expressed above. rle find persuasite the conclusions
ofastud-vconrmissionedb¡'D\4Fin2009: "...ínordertoussesstheprospec't.s.fitrsector

ffidrnügeme,tl, il i.s- int¡torlanl to sepãt'ate the hard realitie.r a.f e.ffecliye conset'yution.front
dream.ç o.f .slev'ardslzi¡t. If seclors are lo succeed in biologicctl ter¡n.ç, it úl[ he onll'
because o.f a coilec¡ire ffederal and NEFtrlCJ cottttttitnent to monitot'ing mul
enforcemenl. nol hecause of_faith in the ¡tov'er of ¡trirctli:ali(,n to promole slevardship"
(ln "A New England Dilemma: Thinking Sectors Through'' b¡'Macinlio and Ehitmore).

We all need that commitment to monitoring and cnfbrcement. Iloç'ever. to coin a
biblical phrase. "the spirit is u'illing. but the flesh is rveak." i.e,. although u'c'rc all au'are
of the importance clf effectivc monitoring and enforcerrent. \r'c'rc not getting it done to
the detriment of rcbuilding and sound. reliable stock assessmenls.

Sincerelv Yours.

. i--' I\-_-.--?" \ ,

/r-. ¡f-t iIru

Dar,íd E. Pierce. Ph.D.
Deputl, I)irector

cc
Daniel Morris
Mark Grant
Paul Diodati
Mary Grifïn
Rip Cunningham
Paul Horvard
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New England Fishery Management Council
SowATERSTREET l ruewaunveonr, MAssAcHUsETTsolgso l enoNe sTe46so4s2 l rnxsza46s3il6
C.M. "Rip" Cunningham, Jr., Chairman I faul f. Howard, Executive Director

March 1,2012

Mr. Mark Grant
National Marine Fisheries Service

Dear {

This letter is intended to serve as the New England Fishery Management Council's comments on
the Proposed Rule for the 2072 sector operations plans. The full Council did not have the
opporfunity to discuss the Proposed Rule because they have not convened during the open period
for public comment. This letter, therefore, will only comment as to the components of the
Proposed Rule on which the Council has previously made recommendations.

During the groundfish discussion at the Council's meeting on February 1'r 20l2,the Council
approved the following motion:

"To ask that NMFS expedite approval of a sector exemption request that wouldfacilitate
targeting of redfish in the Gulf of Moine. Approving this request will help mitigate the
impacts of low Gulf of Maine cod catch levels that are expected in FY 2012. "

This sector exemption request is listed in the Proposed Rule as #22,*6.5-Inch (16.5-cm)
Minimum Mesh Size Requirement for Trawl Nets". As stated in the description of this
exemption, it would allow sector vessels to use 6-inch mesh codends on trawl nets to target
redfish. The Council supports allowing this practice in order to more fully utilize the available
ACLs of healtþ stocks and to enable the achievement of optimum yield.

Thank you for your consideration of comment. As always, please call me if you have any
questions.

Sincerely,

*"#:(^,."Lf%./-
Executive Director

55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01930
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NEW ËNGLANÐ FISHERY
MANAGEMENT ÇTUNCIL

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL

From: BarruGibson6@aol.com tmailto:BarryGibson6@aol'coml
Sent: Monday, March 05,20L2 11:00 AM

Tor Terry Stockurell
Cc: Rip Cunningham; Paul Howard; Tom Nies; Maggie Raymond

Subject: Groundfish ACLs/AMs

Barry Gibson, New England Director
Recreational Fishing Alliance

March 5,2012

Mr. Terry Stockwell, Chairman, Groundfish Oversight Committee

New England Fishery Management Council

Dear Terry:

'We write to request that the Groundfish Committee recommend the following change to the way

the Gulf of Maine cod and Gulf of Maine haddock annual catch limits (ACLs) and accountability

measures (AMs) are administered and evaluated in the context of total catches in the fishery.

The general principle is that if either the recreational portion or the commercial portion of the

fishery exceeds its ACL for Gulf of Maine cod or Gulf of Maine haddock, but the overali ACL
for the stock is not exceeded, then the sector (recreational or commercial) that exceeds its annual

catch limit would not be subject to the accountability measures. 
'When evaluating whether the

total ACL has been exceeded or not, NMFS should account for the maximum amount of carry-

over available to the commercial groundfish sectors and add that to the estimate of total catch.

The purpose of the ACL and AM system is to prevent overfishing. Overfishing is likely to occur

only if the total ACL is exceeded. It makes little sense to impose additional reskictions on one

portion of the fishery, if the total ACL for a stock is not exceeded.

We request that the Groundfish Committee include, in the next regulatory action for the

multispecies fishery management plan, an option that addresses the principle described above.

Sincerely,

Maggie Raymond
Associated Fisheries of Maine
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C.M. "Rip" Cunningham Jr., Chair
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street
Newburyport, Massachusetts 0 1 950

Dear Rip:

UNITED STATES OEPARTMENT OF COMMEHCE
Netlonal Occ¡nlc and Atmospharlc Admlnlslrallon
NATIONAL MARINE FlSHERIES SEFVICË
NOFTHEAST REGION
55 Gr8el Repub¡ic Drive
G loucaslêr. MA 01 930-227 6
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Thank you for your February 7,ZÙl2,letter requesting that the agency consider revisiting the
recreational accountability measures established for Gulf of Maine haddock in January 2012. As
you are aware, based on the catch estimates for Gulf of Maine haddock using Marine
Recreational Information Permit (MRF) data that became available shortly after implementation
of the Gulf of Maine recreational haddock accountability measures (i.e., 19" minimum fish size

and a 9-fish bag limit), we are no longer over the recreational annual catch limit for this stock.

Given this, we are working to expedite an action as quickly as possible.

Your letter also asked us to expedite approval of a sector exemption request that would enable

sectors to better target redfrsh in the Gulf of Maine. While initial study results from the

REDNET project suggest that 4.5" mesh could be used to successfully target redfish with
minimal unintended bycatch, the sector exemption request for 4.5" mesh was submitted
December l, 2A77 , well after the Septanber 1 deadline for fishing year 2012 sector operations
plans. Late submission of this request prevents us from including any analysis within the

environmental assessment that is required to accompany the rulemaking for sector operations
plans for the beginning of fishing year 2072. However, two sector exemption requests to utilize
mesh smaller than the current regulated mesh size (i.e., 5.5" and 6" mesh) for fishing year 2012
were submitted prior to September 1 and are included in the crurent proposed rule for sector
operations plans (77 FR 8780; p9.879Ð. I assure you we will carefully review and consider
comments received on the proposed rule for the fïshing year 2012 sector operations plans when
determining approval for each exemption request.

Sincerely,

,4h, c,(,
Daniel S. Morris
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Acting Regional Administrator
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINÊ FISHERIES SERVICE
NORTHEAST REGION
55 Great Republic Drive
Gloucester, MA 01 930-2276
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Mr. Rip Cunningham, Chairman
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street
Newburyport, MA 01950

Dear Rip:

I am pleased to inform you that on March 8,T\IZ,NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service

(NMFS) approved Amendment 17 to the Northeast Multispecies Fishery Management Plan
(FVIP). As you knolv, Amendment 17 explicitly defines and facilitates the effective operation of
state-operated permit banks in the Northeast Region. Through this action, the states will be able

to effectively operate permit banks without first forming or joining a grorurdfish sector.

Amendment 17 authonzes state-operated permits banks to be allocated annual catch entitlement

(ACE) and to transfer that ACE to qualified groundfish sectors.

NMFS published a proposed rule to implement Amendment I7 onDecember 22,2011, under

RiN 0648-8834, and we expect to have a final nrle effective by May 1, 2072.

The regnlations within the propo,sedruIeat 50 CFR 6a8.87(e)(6) stated that "if additional funds

from any source become available to a state-operated permit bank, the state-operated permit bank

may not acquire a permit that will be used in a state operated permit bank, or allocate or transfer

any ACE that may be associated with new permit, with such additional firnds, until the state-

opãrated permit bank provid.es the Council the opportunity to review the implications of the

expanded state-opgrated permit bank to the goals and objectives of the NE Multispecies FMP."
However, there is nothing in the cur¡ent regulations that prohibits any interested party, including
a state, from acquiring a permit. Further, the proposed rule, as written, is inconsistent with
Amendment I7 language. It is not appropriate for NMFS to prohibit a state from acquiring a
permit that may or may not be used in the state-operated permit bank. Therefore, the Council
cannot prohibit a state from acquiring a permit with additional funding it receives or impose any

conditions on such an acquisition. As a result, the final ru1e will be revised to clarify that no

ACE associated with a permit acquired with new funds may be allocated or traded before the

Councii has an opportunity to review the implications of additional permits acquired by a state.
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We appreciate the work of the Council to develop Amendment 17 in order to improve the
effective operation of state-operated permit banks.

Sincerely,

I Acting Regional Administrator


